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If men were all virtuous...I should with
great alacrity teach them all to fly. But what
would be the security of the good, if the bad
could at pleasure invade them from the sky?

Lunardi’s Ascent, lithograph by V. Cioni
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In 1712, when he was two, Johnson was taken to London by his
mother to be touched by Queen Anne for the King’s Evil, a
ceremony which died out a few years later, when George I came to
the throne. Johnson’s life spanned much of the 18th century and
embodied many of the major trends and interests of the Georgian
period. This issue of Transactions, we hope, offers you a rich
selection of insights into the arts, sciences and life of the 18th
century.

Mark Davies’ article, ‘‘‘Soaring curiosity’’: Dr Johnson and the First
Air Balloons’ describes the craze for balloons which took hold of
England in the last year of Johnson’s life. He nearly witnessed the
ascent of James Sadler from Christ Church Meadows, Oxford, on
his final journey back to London, but was too ill, and sent his
servant Frank Barber instead.

Phil Spinks has written about David Garrick’s extraordinary funeral
and has transcribed the enormous, and enormously detailed, bill
of the undertaker. Ross Davies explores the magical world of
Vauxhall Gardens, which seems a glamorous microcosm of
Georgian life and culture.

With this issue we begin a new series of ‘Essential Johnsonian
Reading’ and we are delighted and honoured that our past
president, Peter Martin, has taken up the challenge of writing the
first article, which is on Boswell’s Life of Johnson.

Phil Jones has continued his investigations into perceptions of
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Johnson, with an article on the surprising affinity between Johnson and Samuel
Beckett. Beckett’s Johnson is a far cry from Boswell’s ‘wit and wisdom machine’,
exploring instead the private, tormented Johnson, who couldn’t bear to be on
his own. Friendship was the water in Johnson’s spiritual desert. Jock Murray, in
his presidential address, writes on ‘Johnson’s True Friends and the Nature
of Friendship’.

My thanks go to everyone who has helped with this issue of Transactions. The
editorial committee – Mary Baker, Kathy Simmons, Fred Nicholls and Phil
Jones – help to plan the issue, provide feedback on content and offer their skill
as proofreaders. David Smith handles the business side of production, while
Jayne Wilson transforms our words and images into a work of art. Bob White
manages sales to libraries. Joanne Wilson, at the Birthplace Museum, is a source
of practical help, ideas and encouragement. All our contributors patiently
endure my requests for revisions and clarifications, and I thank them for their
help and the lively and funny emails which make my work a pleasure (who would
have guessed that Shakespeare’s middle name was Ebenezer?). 

If you would like to provide feedback on this issue of Transactions or submit an
article or idea for future issues, please contact me at: martyross73@gmail.com
or c/o the Birthplace Museum. 

Johnson’s life began with the medieval ceremony of touching for the King’s Evil
and concluded with the first ascents into the skies by men whose daring captured
the minds and hearts of their spectators. The beautiful Lunardi print on the
back cover embodies this sense of freedom and excitement. But the quote
accompanying it demonstrates that long before the first balloons went aloft, in
his novel Rasselas, Johnson grasped the potential of air flight for good and evil.
As we commemorate the 100th anniversary of the First World War, which saw
the first sustained use of aircraft in warfare, we can only admire, once again, his
insight and his prescience.
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I am delighted to introduce to you Dr Thomas ‘Jock’ Murray as
President of the Johnson Society 2014-15

Dr Murray is Professor Emeritus and former Dean of Medicine at
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. He continues
with a post-retirement appointment in the Division of Medical
Education and Medical Humanities, the Department of Medicine
and the Department of Community Health and Epidemiology.
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JOHNSON’S TRUE FRIENDS AND THE NATURE OF FRIENDSHIP

Jock’s specialism is neuroscience. He founded the Dalhousie Multiple Sclerosis
Research Unit and was a founder of the Consortium of MS Centers (USA) and
the Canadian Network of MS Centers. He has received many awards for his
contributions to studies in this field.

Amongst other distinguished achievements, he has been President of the
Canadian Medical Colleges, President of the Canadian Neurological Society
and President of the Canadian Society of the History of Medicine. He is
Chairman Emeritus of the American College of Physicians, the largest medical
speciality organisation in the world.

Jock has published seven books, some 260 papers and held 91 research grants.
He is an Officer of the Order of Canada. He has been inducted into the Science
Hall of Fame of the Discovery Center and, in 2014, the Canadian Medical Hall
of Fame. 

Jock spoke as part of the Johnson Tercentenery celebrations in 2009 at a medical
symposium held at the Royal College of Physicians in London. He has long
been an enthusiastic Johnsonian, and has researched Johnson’s health, his
knowledge of medicine and his many physician friends. 

Jock has attended the anniversary celebrations in the past and conducted
research at the Birthplace Museum. It was a great pleasure to welcome him and
his wife Janet back to Lichfield.
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Presidential address given to the Johnson Society on 20 September
2014 in the Guildhall, Lichfield.

We are here tonight as friends, sharing our interest in Samuel
Johnson, and I believe Johnson would have loved to be here. He
loved a gathering of friends, and he treasured companionship, good
conversation and a hearty meal. I want to focus on Johnson’s views
on friendship, why friends were so important to him and why at
the end of his life he identified a Birmingham surgeon, from among
all of his friends, as his ‘true friend’. 

My interest in Johnson began in 1974 when I was a young academic
neurologist, married to a bright young woman who had a
background in philosophy, literature, journalism, public relations
and radio work, raising our young family of four children. We had
returned from study in London, and settled in to medical school
life in Nova Scotia. I was becoming aware that I had an excellent
medical training, but a narrow education. My studies gave me an
understanding of how the body worked, but less about the human
condition. I had studied lots of biochemistry and physiology, but
little philosophy, literature, history and art.

That summer I made a list of books that were familiar to me but
which I had not read; books like Moby Dick, Pride and Prejudice,
The Red Badge of Courage, Alice in Wonderland, Ulysses and
Boswell’s Life of Johnson. And writers like Hemingway, Virginia
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JOHNSON’S TRUE FRIENDS AND THE NATURE OF FRIENDSHIP

Woolf, John Steinbeck, and Henry James. I made my way through many, but
when I got to Boswell, reading with the eye of a physician, as I tend to do, I
noted the prominence of illnesses in Johnson’s life, his interest in medicine, and
the unusual number of physicians associated with him. Thus began four decades
of Johnsonian study. 

It is not surprising that a physician should find a friend in Johnson. Many
physicians have written on Johnson, including other neurologists: Lord Brain,
Lawrence McHenry, and Macdonald Critchley. Johnson also wrote the
biographies of many physicians, there were physicians in his literary clubs and
in his circle of close friends, and many whom he consulted for medical advice
or to argue with them about their therapies. We can identify almost 60
physicians known to Johnson. 

Johnson liked physicians. He had reason to think of them kindly, as he
frequently consulted them but seldom paid them, except perhaps with a copy
of his Lives of the Poets. He commented that ‘illness is a little expense to me,
thanks to the generosity of my physicians’. He said, ‘I believe every man has
found in physicians great liberality and dignity of sentiment, very prompt
effusions of beneficence, and willingness to extend a lucrative art where there is
no hope of lucre.’  Well, there was no hope of lucre from Johnson. 

He also made a study of all branches of medicine and was ‘tempted no little to
the sin of Quackery’, said Mrs Thrale. He wrote Latin prescriptions for the
friends who consulted him for their symptoms and was pleased when the
apothecaries mistook him for a physician. He was aware he was treading on the
territory of the physicians, and said when prescribing for Miss Boothby’s
dyspepsia, ‘I would not have you offer it to the Doctor as mine. Physicians do
not love intruders.’ 

Some 35 years ago I began to intrude on the life of Johnson, writing about his
medical history, and publishing my diagnosis of his Tourette syndrome and the
15 other conditions we can identify. I also wrote about his physician friends such
as William Heberden and Dr Robert James, his knowledge of science and
medicine, and his tendency to dabble in the practice and consultation of
medicine for his friends and acquaintances. I wrote the biography of surgeon
Edmund Hector for the new Dictionary of National Biography a few years ago. 

12
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I became aware that all do not appreciate a physician dissecting Johnson. In
1979 I was addressing the Johnson Society of London on Johnson’s medical
history. Following my lecture, one woman, a prominent Johnsonian, was clearly
discomforted by my clinical approach to the great man, and asked pointedly,
‘Do you love Johnson?’ I said, ‘Yes, I do.’ The distress faded from her face, and
she replied quietly, ‘Well, then, I guess that’s all right.’   

Tonight I would like to speak about Johnson’s idea of friendship, and why one
medical man, the Birmingham surgeon Edmund Hector, was one of the two
Johnson said were his true friends. Friends were not only important to Johnson,
they were essential. He quoted Dryden when defining friendship in his
Dictionary as ‘the highest degree of intimacy’. He disagreed with Mrs Knowles,
a Quaker woman, a member of the Society of Friends, who believed the
Christian value of friendship would value all equally. Johnson disagreed,
preferring the classical view of friendship, which is much more selective, with
some very close friends and others who were casual friends. He said, ‘True
happiness consists not in the multitude of friends, but in their worth and choice.’

He was a loyal friend. He remained loyal to the friends of his school days:
Edmund Hector, and Robert James, who became doctors; and John Taylor,
who became a cleric. Taylor was the other person he said was his true friend.
His student, David Garrick, was a lifelong friend, despite Johnson’s general
disdain for actors, and even though Garrick found fame and success before
Johnson. Through life he sought new friends and said, ‘I look upon a day as
lost in which I do not make a new acquaintance.’ 

Johnson was also less judgmental about friends than many others. Boswell didn’t
like Sir John Hawkins or Mrs Thrale. John Taylor didn’t like Langley. Thomas
Lawrence, Mrs Thrale and Boswell were disdainful of the irregular physician
Robert Levet who lived in Johnson’s house for 20 years. Many were critical of
the personal failings of Goldsmith, and the whoring and drunkenness of Dr
Robert James. Garrick was shocked that the moral and pious Johnson would
have the wild living Topham Beauclerk as a friend. When others rejected the
insane poet Christopher Smart, who wanted everyone to pray with him, and did
not love clean linen, Johnson said he would be as happy to pray with Kit Smart
as any man, and he himself had no passion for clean linen. Boswell had difficulty
understanding Johnson’s friendship with Richard Savage, a convicted murderer,
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JOHNSON’S TRUE FRIENDS AND THE NATURE OF FRIENDSHIP

who he characterized as ‘mingled fire, rudeness, pride, meanness and ferocity
of character’. Johnson was not swayed by their views. He was a loyal friend; he
could love them all. As to judging friends on some failing or other, Johnson said,
‘God Himself, Sir, does not propose to judge a man until his life is over. Why
should you and I?’

He and Goldsmith argued about whether one could continue a friendship if
there was a major difference of opinion. Johnson said one could, and one should
just avoid that topic in conversation. Goldsmith said he could not do it. Johnson
replied, ‘Sir, I am not saying that you could live in friendship with a man from
whom you differ as to some point: I am only saying that I could do it.’ Johnson
then said Goldsmith reminded him of Sappho in Ovid, who told Phaon that if
he only wanted friends who were exactly like himself, he was unlikely to have
any friends. 

And Johnson did not take friendship lightly. He said, ‘To let friendship die away
by negligence and silence is certainly not wise. It is voluntarily to throw away
one of the greatest comforts of this weary pilgrimage.’ He said to Joshua
Reynolds, ‘If a man does not make new acquaintances as he advances through
life, he will soon find himself alone. A man should keep his friendships in
constant repair.’

Johnson would have loved Facebook. He would have ‘friended’ everyone, and
could have carried on great conversations in the middle of the night as he sipped
his tea. And on Twitter, needless to say, he would have had many followers.

Johnson, often noted for his testy responses, critical appraisals and bombast in
debate, could also be a very patient and empathetic listener. Hester Thrale noted
he would patiently listen to ‘indifferent people’ who told stories of silly conduct
that even their most tender and intimate companions couldn’t tolerate. The
tender and intimate companions might not have the patience to listen, but
Johnson would. He told Boswell, ‘Sir, I am obliged to any man who visits me.’
He particularly liked young people as friends, as they had wit and knowledge if
not wisdom, and they kept him from feeling his age. We should remember that
Boswell was only 23 when he met Johnson.

Reynolds, Boswell and Mrs Thrale told stories of how he needed friends around
because he dreaded being alone, especially late at night, and pleaded with friends
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to stay with him. Mrs Thrale said she sometimes stayed with him, making tea
until four in the morning. Johnson said, ‘Whoever thinks of going to bed before
twelve o’clock is a scoundrel.’ Johnson would rise at noon, go out into the world
at four in the afternoon and return after two in the morning, and often then
drank tea or read, if he could not persuade friends to stay up with him. 

The various conversation clubs were not only venues for him to show his
intellectual powers, but a means of providing company during the evenings.
Hawkins, a member of his first club, described how Johnson’s mood changed
when he joined friends: 

Johnson was, in a short time after our assembling, transformed into a new
creature: his habitual melancholy and lassitude of spirit gave way; his
countenance brightened; his mind was made to expand and his wit to sparkle:
he told excellent stories; and in his didactic style of conversation, both
instructed and delighted us. 

Others may prefer the comfort of domestic life, but to Johnson, ‘a tavern chair
was the throne of human felicity’. Johnson preferred clubs that were small, with
a select membership of clubbable men (and they were always men, even though
he prized his many women friends). At one time, Goldsmith argued for more
members to add variety, saying, ‘there can now be nothing new amongst us: we
have travelled over one another’s minds.’ Johnson replied, ‘Sir, you have not
travelled over my mind, I promise you.’ 

But although the list of Johnson’s friends is exceedingly long, at the end of his
life he said he had but two true friends: Edmund Hector, surgeon of
Birmingham, and the Revd John Taylor of Ashbourne. I want to particularly
focus here on Edmund Hector, the surgeon. He was born in Lichfield, on 30
January 1708, the eldest of four children of the Sheriff of Lichfield, Benjamin
Hector and his wife Elizabeth. Better known is Edmund’s uncle, Dr George
Hector, the man-midwife called to assist at Johnson’s birth.

Although Hector was a year and a half older than Johnson, they were school
mates through Lichfield Grammar School and Pembroke College, Oxford. It
was at Pembroke that Johnson was first overcome by the melancholy that made
his life a misery, and he said his mind was never again quiet. He tried various
methods to try and divert his thinking, such as reading, doing mathematics and
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JOHNSON’S TRUE FRIENDS AND THE NATURE OF FRIENDSHIP

even walking to Birmingham and back. He described his symptoms in a letter
in Latin to his godfather, Dr Swinfin, but when Swinfin was impressed at the
‘acuteness, research and eloquence’ of the outline of his illness and showed it
to a number of people, Johnson never forgave this breach of confidence. 

While at Pembroke College, his friend Hector became concerned by Johnson’s
melancholy and despair, but in the summer of 1732, Hector became even more
alarmed about Johnson’s mental state after he failed to secure a teaching
position. He asked Johnson to come and live with him in Birmingham, where
he was developing his surgical practice. Hector would see Johnson through one
of the most difficult years of his life. 

Hector had an apartment with the printer and bookseller, Thomas Warren, in
the High Street across from the Swan Tavern. Hector and Johnson dined with
the Warrens in the evenings. Johnson was sinking into a deeper depression, so
to occupy him, Hector encouraged him to write. Without telling him, Hector
arranged for Johnson to write articles for Warren’s new newspaper, the
Birmingham Journal. Sadly, those writings have not survived. 

After six months Hector moved to another part of town, in a house owned by a
Mr Jarves. By this time Johnson felt he had intruded on his friend’s hospitality
enough and thought he could manage on his own. But he then became even
more depressed, and was verbally abusive to his friend Hector. Hector backed
away until Johnson coaxed him back into friendship. Johnson avoided discussing
his mental state, afraid that he was suffering from a disordered mind, by which
he meant a mind that was not just altered in mood but deranged. He did not
want this confirmed by his medical friend. He would not raise the question with
Hector until 50 years later. 

To lift Johnson from his deep depression, Hector encouraged him to do a
translation of Lobo’s Voyage to Abyssinia. After some initial effort on the
translation, Johnson’s depression worsened and he could not finish the work.
Hector thought he might respond to a humanitarian request, so made up a story
that the publisher had no other work, and he and his family would sink into
poverty if Johnson did not continue. Johnson was almost immobile in his state
of depression, spending most days in bed, but he slowly began to work again.
He would sit in bed with the French text on his lap, dictating his translation to
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Hector, who patiently sat at the bedside acting as a scribe. Hector would then
take the preliminary notes, make a clean copy, and deliver it to the publisher.
He would later retrieve the publisher’s proofs, and make corrections, many of
which Johnson didn’t bother to review. When it was published in 1735, Johnson
was paid the not insubstantial sum of five guineas. Hector received nothing for
his efforts. Periodically through their lives, Hector provided financial aid to
Johnson for his various projects, sending funds through Johnson’s mother when
he was working on his Shakespeare folio. Hector was a true friend, willing to do
anything for Johnson, even when he was being difficult, and he asked nothing
in return. 

Theirs was a lifelong friendship, different from any other. Johnson often visited
Hector when he was travelling in the country. In March 1776 he and Boswell
visited Hector’s home in Birmingham, but Hector was away on a visit. The maid
who answered the door was unpleasant and Johnson commented she was a
blockhead and was probably just as rude to all Hector’s patients. Boswell said
he had not heard the word blockhead directed at a woman before, but after
considering, asked, but why not?

When Hector returned, Boswell wrote, ‘It gave me pleasure to observe the joy
which Johnson and he expressed on seeing each other again.’ Boswell was also
introduced to Hector’s sister Ann, then widowed, who Johnson said was his first
love. On this visit Boswell began his collection of stories from Hector about
Johnson’s early life. 

It is interesting that in the letters from Johnson to Hector he indicates he is
providing news of his life and health, not only to Hector but also to his sister,
his first love, Mrs Ann Careless. Hector and Johnson planned to meet again in
the summer, and Johnson hoped that they would both be in better health. In a
subsequent letter Johnson said that after all friendships, theirs was the lasting
one, and said, ‘You and I should naturally cling to one another.’ 

Although increasingly ill and having more difficulty with walking and shortness
of breath, Johnson repeatedly visited Hector in Birmingham in his last years.
He wrote many letters, and asked for the prayers of Edmund and his sister Ann. 

In his last month on earth, in November 1784, Johnson visited his two true
friends, John Taylor in Ashbourne and Edmund Hector in Birmingham. He
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JOHNSON’S TRUE FRIENDS AND THE NATURE OF FRIENDSHIP

said to Hector, ‘We have always loved each other. Perhaps we may be made
better by some serious conversation.’ They spoke of their early boyhood
friendship, of the failing health and deaths of so many friends, and then Johnson
asked the question he had been avoiding for so long. He asked Hector if he had
observed a disordered mind some 50 years before when they were living
together. Hector said he had, and the matter was dropped.

Johnson had earlier suggested to Mrs Thrale that if she wanted information on
his early life she should seek out Hector as a ‘kindly source of juvenile
anecdotes’. After Johnson’s death Hector provided many stories we find
recorded in the writings of Boswell, Mrs Thrale and Hawkins. 

From Hector we learned that it was Sir John Floyer who recommended that
Johnson be taken to receive the Royal Touch from Queen Anne as a treatment
of his scrofula. Hector also provided Boswell with information on Johnson’s
early poems. He also told of Johnson’s remarkable memory in his schooldays.
He said Johnson was able to memorize whatever he heard or read, and when
Hector recited 18 verses of a poem, after a brief pause, Johnson recited back all
18 verses verbatim, with only one small alteration, which Hector said improved
the line. He also related the story of Johnson staying at Pembroke College over
the Christmas vacation, as he could not afford to return home, and being
assigned an exercise by his tutor to translate Alexander Pope’s Messiah into
Latin. Hector said this would be a major feat if accomplished over a month or
two, but Johnson completed half in one afternoon, and the remainder the next
morning. 

Two years after Johnson’s death Boswell wrote to Hector inquiring about
Johnson’s melancholy, but Hector responded only vaguely to the prying
questions about the emotional state of his friend, as he knew Johnson did not
want the seriousness of his condition revealed. Hector did later write Boswell
to say how much he and his friends enjoyed reading his Life of Johnson. 

Hector lived a further 10 years after Johnson. His two marriages were childless.
He died on 2 September 1794, age 85, much respected and much admired.
There is a memorial to him in St Philip’s Church in Birmingham. The obituary
in The Gentleman’s Magazine noted his skill as a surgeon but also his
‘benevolence of disposition, liberality of sentiment and urbanity of manners.’

18
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Although he was respected and esteemed by the community and his patients
for his kind nature and his skill as a surgeon, he will always be remembered as
the true friend of Samuel Johnson 

In closing I would ask that we keep Johnson’s view of friendship in mind as we
live each day. Treasure our friends, delight in new acquaintances each day, and
keep our friendships in constant repair. 

Dr Murray’s address marked the close of the City’s celebrations of the 305th
anniversary of Johnson’s birth. The Johnson Society would like to thank all the
distinguished guests and speakers in attendance, particularly Peter Martin for
his words in handing over the presidential honour, and Captain of King Edward
VI School, Emily King, for proposing the toast to ‘Johnson’s Old School’.
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This is an edited version of the talk given to the Johnson Society
on 17 November 2013.

Dr Johnson and Vauxhall Gardens are inseparable from the
literature of, or about, Augustan Britain. Yet at the heart of
Johnson’s connections with this celebrated London pleasure resort,
there lies a mystery, and behind that mystery lurks an enigma.

The mystery is that Augustan literature appears to offer, in George
Birkbeck Hill’s phrase, no ‘direct evidence of what could scarcely
be doubtful’ that Johnson so much as set foot in Vauxhall Gardens.
Birkbeck Hill is silent upon this mystery, yet mysteriously certifies
that Johnson ‘often dined’ at Ye Olde Cheshire Cheese in Wine
Office Court, off Fleet Street, even though ‘in no contemporary
writer is mention made of his frequenting [the] tavern’.i

The enigma centres upon a much-loved watercolour by Thomas
Rowlandson (1756?–1827), depicting the Vauxhall revels.
Rowlandson’s Vaux-Hall (1784) is uncaptioned, but there, in the
left-hand corner, a supper-party is under way. One of the revellers
is a burly old gent about to lay waste to one of Vauxhall’s cold roast
chickens. He could strike some readers of Transactions as familiar.
Could this be Johnson? If so, then who are his supper companions
if not – as captions to prints of the watercolour proclaim – Boswell,
Goldsmith and Mrs Thrale? Do these captions constitute ‘direct
evidence of what could scarcely be doubtful’, linking Johnson and
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Vauxhall? I do no more than table such
questions for consideration. As Chairman
of The Vauxhall Society, I have no wish to
be suspected of loitering with intent upon
the Johnsonian stage.ii

On Boswell’s evidence, Johnson in old age approved of public entertainments
as a check on private vice. Yet the sage seems to have been more at ease in the
intimate and more readily-dominated arena of the tavern or private supper table
than in the free-and-easy hubbub of a boozy evening in the open air amid
Vauxhall’s crowds of often-boisterous strollers. That may be why Boswell could
‘scarcely recollect’ that Johnson at 61 (1770) ‘ever refused going with me to a
tavern, and he often went to Ranelagh’. Tea, Johnson’s favourite tipple, is the
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Vaux-Hall, by Thomas Rowlandson, 1784
(© Trustees of the British Museum)
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beverage most associated with Ranelagh, a largely-indoor and therefore rain-
proof pleasure garden set up in Chelsea to rival Vauxhall in 1742. Ranelagh,
centred upon its great Rotunda, was more select than its louche competitor on
the other side of the Thames; the price of admission was two and half times
Vauxhall’s shilling. 

Johnson may have preferred strait-laced Ranelagh, but even so the pleasures of
walking and talking there threw him into even greater dejection than usual on
returning home to face the night, alone. Vauxhall, however, is such a
phenomenon of Johnson’s day, and so many of his friends had personal or
professional links with this pleasure resort that it seems unlikely he was a
stranger, even if he went there only at the insistence of friends. The supper booth
under the Orchestra is a very prominent one, and diners there sure to be
noticed. To be seen at Vauxhall was a good way to plug a book; Sterne chose
Ranelagh to push his sermons. Whether or not Rowlandson’s Vaux-Hall links
Johnson to this pleasure garden is a question that has been puzzled over for a
century and a half, a controversy recently revived by a powerful intervention on
the ‘Yes’ side.iii

As Johnson’s circle knew them, Vauxhall Gardens date from the 1730s. In 1729,
a prosperous young Bermondsey businessman, Jonathan Tyers (born 1702),
acquired the lease of and began to remodel New Spring Gardens. This was then
a rural tavern of dubious repute in the market garden country of Lambeth on
the Surrey shore of the Thames, looking across to where the Tate Britain art
gallery stands today. London was ringed with such resorts. New Spring Gardens
seems to have asked a nominal admission charge. There were refreshments, and
couples could adjourn to booths improvised from the discarded carriages and
abandoned boats dotted around between the trees. Nightingales sang in the
boughs, while below itinerant musicians might strike up. Visitors could relax,
free of the summer heat, smoke and stench of the oppressive, crowded and
crime-ridden streets of the capital and, in Samuel Pepys’ phrase, ‘see fine people
walking’. 

Until Westminster Bridge opened in 1750, the only crossing over the Thames
was London Bridge at Southwark, three miles to the north-east. Watermen
frequently rowed Pepys to Vauxhall and back, on occasion with his family, at
other times decidedly without them. One of Vauxhall’s attractions for Pepys was
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the women of negotiable virtue who clustered there. It was at Vauxhall in 1712
that, as Addison informed readers of The Spectator, a masked female
propositioned Sir Roger de Coverley. The irate rustic then informed the
manageress that ‘he should be a better customer to her garden if there were
more nightingales and fewer strumpets’.iv

In the 1720s Tyers summered in Vauxhall, as did Hogarth, five years his senior,
and Henry Fielding (b. 1707), five years Tyers’ junior. Tyers started a Wit’s Club
in the district, where he, Hogarth, Fielding and other up-and-comers could
debate questions of the day over a glass or three.v It was here, if anywhere, that
Vauxhall Gardens came into being, for as much as a place, ‘Vauxhall’ was an
idea or rather Tyers’ embodiment of that idea. He was an art lover who could
afford to indulge his tastes, and held cultural interests to be an innocent pleasure
that made life worth living. Fashioning a more rounded, happier and healthier
personality, culture brought people together. The arts should not remain the
preserve of the aristocratic and the wealthy.

With the advice and artistic contacts of Hogarth and his circle, notably the
painter Francis Hayman, Tyers the visionary entrepreneur set about constructing
the means by which he could bring innocent pleasure within the pockets of as
many people as possible, as he would have to if the venture were to turn a profit.
He combined New Spring Gardens with an adjoining ‘old’ Spring Gardens to
fashion the springboard for a civilizing mission, which was to give ordinary
people a peaceful alternative to violent, bloody spectacles such as badger-baiting
and prize-fighting with swords. 

Tyers re-launched the 12-acre Vauxhall Gardens in 1732, five years before
Johnson and Garrick fetched up in London. Vauxhall stood just back from the
river, and since the Thames veers northwards at Lambeth, the grounds extended
eastwards rather than to the south. Less than half an hour’s boat ride to or from
Westminster or the City, the Gardens were within easy reach of the London of
the day. Tyers now lived on site with his family. With the entrance fee pegged at
one shilling (perhaps £15 today), almost anybody could afford to visit at least
once in a lifetime. 

This was an outdoor summer resort from May to September, closing on
Sundays, but otherwise open from late afternoon until the last customer left.
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Mrs Thrale was to have taken her daughters Susannah (then six) and Sophy
(five) to see the Gardens on the afternoon of 17 July 1777, but had to cancel
because their sister Queeney, 12, had an inflamed eye.vi As night fell and drink
began to tell, Vauxhall grew rowdier and more louche. Respectably-dressed
patrons of any social rank or sexual proclivity were welcome, footmen in livery
excepted. Tyers’ objection was not to footmen, but to the uniform, which he saw
as a badge of subjection, out of keeping with Vauxhall’s informal, partying spirit.

Each season, innovation followed innovation. Foremost were the gravelled walks,
lined with trees, their boughs hung with thousands of whale-oil lanterns. As night
fell, the lamps could be lit almost simultaneously on a signal from the
proprietor’s house. Vauxhall also offered unlit ‘dark walks’, for the prospect of
dalliance, amateur or professional, adding spice to Vauxhall’s appeal. On
reaching the Grove, a concourse where the various walks met, strollers could
pause and listen or even dine to music. The London theatres closed in the
summer, whereupon many musicians exchanged their seat in the pit for one a
storey above ground in the Vauxhall Orchestra. This was not a band, but a sort
of bandstand, possibly the forerunner of those to follow in a thousand Victorian
piers and parks. The pillars of the Orchestra supported an upper floor from
which the musicians, known as the Band, played, while from the balustrade, star
vocalists of the day gave their all to the strollers beneath. In wet weather, the
Band, vocalists and audience would adjourn to the nearby Rotunda, a domed
assembly room-cum-art gallery. 

These two rarely-seen engravings of the Vauxhall Gardens of Dr Johnson and
Rowlandson’s day depict strollers as they linger around the structure known as
the Orchestra, serenaded by one of the Gardens’ star vocalists, backed by the
Vauxhall Band. ‘A View of the Orchestra in Vauxhall Garden’ was published as
the frontispiece to J. Bew’s Vocal Magazine (1778), and is an anonymous
engraving. ‘A Perspective view of the Grand Walk in Vauxhall Gardens, and the
Orchestra’ was published in The Gentleman’s Magazine XXXV (August 1765),
again as an anonymous engraving. Both show the Orchestra as Rowlandson and
Dr Johnson would have known it. Note the supper-boxes at the base of the
Orchestra, as well as those lining the Grand Walk. The building to the left of
the Orchestra in the Vocal Magazine engraving is the Pillared Saloon, with the
Covered Walk in front. The identity of the female singers is not known.
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A Perspective view of the Grand Walk in Vauxhall Gardens, and the Orchestra, 1765
(image by courtesy of David Coke)

Left: A View of the Orchestra in Vauxhall
Garden, 1778
(image by courtesy of David Coke)

Vauxhall Gardens opened at a time when the
Grand Tour had created a vogue for Italian or
French music, painting, sculpture and song. All
the popular English songs of the day were aired
at Vauxhall, many of them composed and
written with Vauxhall in mind. The ever-astute
Tyers saw that by patronizing up-and-coming
English artists (as well as composers, lyricists
and performers), he could acquire and exhibit
at Vauxhall first-rate vernacular work that was
also moderately priced and likely to appeal to
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the wide audience he sought. Purpose-built supper booths lined the Grove,
around 55 of them to begin with (1751), growing more rococo as taste veered
from the Palladian. Vauxhall pre-dated public art galleries, so Tyers had the rear
inside wall of each booth lined with gently moralistic English fables painted by
Francis Hayman and his pupils, supplementing their income from painting
theatre sets. A visit to Vauxhall might be the first occasion on which many
thousands of people saw an original painting. 

Handel (1685–1759) moved to London in 1712, soon becoming a court
composer. Tyers quickly saw to it that Handel’s music dominated the Vauxhall
repertory, and the composer became in effect Vauxhall’s first music director.
Thomas Arne and John Worgan were to follow. Adept at marketing and public
relations, Tyers pulled off stunts that made Augustan Vauxhall the place to see
and in which to be seen, as well as making British or British-resident artists eager
to show work there. He caused a sensation in 1738 with a sculpture in Carrara
marble of Handel that he commissioned from the London-based Louis François
Roubiliac and then installed at Vauxhall. This was perhaps the first
commemoration in stone of a living artist. Moreover, what strollers saw was not
some remote, austere figure in a toga. Here was an unkempt Handel in dressing
gown and slippers, busily composing on a lyre, a celebration of hard work
combining with genius in line with Tyers’ taste for the gently moralistic.vii Tyers
went on to stage a spectacular by securing the public rehearsal of Handel’s Music
for the Royal Fireworks in 1749, five days before the performance in Green Park.
Vauxhall’s owner set the seal on the Gardens’ cachet by securing royal patronage.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the patron was Frederick Louis, the Prince of Wales
(1707–1751), father of George III, and very conveniently, Vauxhall’s ground
landlord. 

A thousand people a night might flock to Vauxhall Gardens, more on special
occasions. By the time the gates closed for good in 1859, perhaps 10 million
people had been through them. But had Dr Johnson? By 1859, it seems as if
the sage and Vauxhall Gardens had so come to symbolize Augustan culture that
they fused in the imagination. One widely-read Victorian chronicler, Edward
Walford, disconsolately observes: ‘Considering that Dr Johnson was so frequent
a visitor at the [Vauxhall] gardens it is astonishing that there should be so few
allusions to them in the burly Doctor’s life by Boswell.’viii
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Walford neither reproduces nor even refers to Rowlandson’s watercolour. On
what evidence Johnson was ‘so frequent a visitor’, Walford does not say, although
he claims the sage often went to Vauxhall with Sir Joshua Reynolds. Oddly
enough, Walford does not rope in David Garrick, who was a friend and show-
business rival of Jonathan Tyers. Nor does Walford tarry to ponder why there
should be ‘so few’ allusions to Vauxhall in Boswell’s Life. Indeed, in my edition
there are but two, one of them indirect.ix Johnson and Boswell first met on 16
May 1763 when Johnson was 54, and his chronicler-to-be 23. In Boswell’s
journal for that month there are four references to Vauxhall, none featuring
Johnson. Two relate visits to Vauxhall, during one of which an hysterical Boswell
eggs on a young swell to pick a fight with a waiter. In the Life, the first reference
– an indirect one – comes six years later on Friday, 27 October 1769, when,
upon entering Johnson’s study, Boswell finds George Steevens and Thomas
Tyers there. Tom Tyers (1726–1787), already a long-standing friend of Johnson’s,
was the eldest son of Jonathan Tyers. Vauxhall’s founder died in 1767, so for
two years, Tom Tyers, Johnson’s inspiration for ‘Tom Restless’ of The Idler,
No. 48 (1759), had been joint proprietor and manager of Vauxhall with his
younger brother, also Jonathan. 

On Friday, 17 April 1778, with the second and only direct allusion, we hear of
‘that excellent place of publick amusement, Vauxhall Gardens’, which

…must ever be an estate to its proprietor, as it is peculiarly adapted to the
taste of the English nation; there being a mixture of curious show, – gay
exhibition, musick, vocal and instrumental, not too refined for the general
ear;  – for all which only a shilling is paid; and, though last, not least, good
eating and drinking for those who choose to purchase that regale.x

Perhaps it is frustration with the faintness of the sage’s spoor that leads Walford
to say Johnson ‘writes’ these few, kind words. In the Life, however, the
encomium is Boswell’s. The Life first appeared in 1791, Boswell subsequently
appending a footnote to deplore the doubling (in 1792), of the entrance fee to
two shillings as ‘excluding a number of the honest commonalty…from sharing
in elegant and innocent entertainment’. Boswell omits the sexual goings-on for
which Vauxhall (like Boswell) was notorious, although such shenanigans, as well
as ‘gay exhibition, musick, vocal and instrumental’ and ‘good eating and
drinking’ do figure in Vaux-Hall. 
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Walford’s assumption that Johnson was ‘a frequent visitor’ may rest upon no
firmer ground than ‘what everybody knew’ by Walford’s time. Prints of the
Rowlandson and variants had long been the best-known pictorial representation
of the Gardens, while soon after Vauxhall closed in 1859, millions of newly-
literate Victorian readers were to come across constant allusions to Vauxhall in
cheap reprints of the authors Johnson either knew or who figure in Boswell’s
Life. Any list of such authors would include Fielding (Amelia, 1752), Goldsmith
(Citizen of the World, 1759), Smollett (The Expedition of Humphry Clinker,
1771), and Fanny Burney (Evelina, 1778, Cecilia, 1782). In Sketches by Boz
(1837), Dickens describes the Gardens in their long decline. Thackeray cements
Vauxhall’s immortality in the final decade before the property developers moved
in, with Vanity Fair (1848) and Pendennis (1848-50).xi

In 1880, however, doubts arose as to what ‘everybody knew’. An art critic, Joseph
Grego, averred that ‘without any sufficiently valid foundation’ the supper-box
party ‘have been described…as the representatives of an illustrious and very
familiar literary coterie’.xii Grego cites the memoirs of Henry Angelo (1830),
a fellow student of Rowlandson’s at the Royal Academy who had accompanied
the artist on drawing trips to Vauxhall. Angelo rates Rowlandson’s watercolour,
without naming it, as his ‘chef d’oeuvre’ and ‘still in print’ but makes no
reference to the supper party.xiii

Grego writes of Frederika Weichsel, a star soprano, trilling away from the
Rotunda, i.e. indoors. At Vauxhall, however, the Rotunda was a domed assembly
room to which singers, Band and strollers would repair only in wet weather. Yet
Rowlandson clearly portrays la Weichsel performing alfresco, from the
balustrade of the Orchestra as seen from the direction of the Rotunda. As Grego
(1843–1908) was only 15 when Vauxhall closed, perhaps he was unable to walk
the ground.

A 20th century writer, Edwin Beresford Chancellor, either did not read or
believe Grego. After the Great War, Beresford Chancellor reproduced a
captioned print of Rowlandson’s Vaux-Hall and came out unconditionally for
the pro-Johnson tendency:

In Rowlandson’s famous drawing of Vauxhall…Mme Weischel [sic] is seen
singing to a typically distinguished company including the famous ‘Doctor’
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who, with Boswell, and his friend Mrs. Thrale, appears as one might expect,
to be displaying a great deal more interest in the epicurean resources of the
management than in either the distinguished company or the entertainment
of the musical performers.xiv

New controversies developed after the Second World War. So far, the wrangling
had been over prints of the 19 by 29½ inch (48.2 cm by 74.8 cm) Rowlandson
original. Rowlandson exhibited Vaux-Hall at the Royal Academy in 1784. Since
then, writes Jonathan Mayne of the V&A:

…there is absolutely no documentary record that the drawing was seen again
by anyone, until 1945 when it was noticed in a small country shop and bought
for a trifling sum. Thereafter Vaux-Hall passed into the hands of a West
Country collector, from whose executors it was acquired by the [V&A]
Museum in 1967…xv.

The re-appearance, and the V&A’s acquisition of, Vaux-Hall served only to
deepen the mystery of the diners’ identity. The Johnsonian identifications were
based upon print captions, but the original is uncaptioned. Does this mean the
diners after all are, as Grego suggests, not Dr Johnson and friends?

‘Maybe’, says Jonathan Mayne (1968), for whom, ‘The group at supper in the
box below [Mrs Weichsel and the Band] is traditionally supposed to consist of
Boswell, Dr. Johnson, Mrs. Thrale and Oliver Goldsmith, reading from left to
right.’xvi

‘Yes’, says the V&A (1985), for whom the figures in the supper-box were ‘once
(but no longer) thought to be Dr Johnson and his party’.xvii

‘No’, says David Coke (2011), who affirms that ‘in the supper-box on the left are
James Boswell, Hester Thrale (who appears twice, and who, in 1784, married
Gabriel Piozzi), Dr Johnson and Oliver Goldsmith.’xviii Coke argues that the
print, engraved by R. Pollard, aquatinted by F. Jukes and published by John
Raphael Smith (1785) sports a caption that is ‘authorised’ (approved by
Rowlandson). We see immediately beneath the image and to the left ‘Drawn by
T. Rowlandson’ rather than a mere ‘Rowlandson del.’, which for Coke points
towards Rowlandson’s direct collaboration. So too does the fact that painting
and print are the same size, indicating that the printmakers had the watercolour
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on hand as they worked, difficult without the artist’s say-so. Rowlandson, Coke
suggests, would have wanted to profit from print sales, particularly so if he were
going to give away the original.xix

Mystery lingers on even if we accept, as the V&A now seems to do, that the
Vauxhall diners are Johnson and company.xx How likely is it that Johnson would
have been carousing in Vauxhall Gardens in 1784? By then he was ill and near
death; even had he been well, would the sage have been seen in company with
Mrs Thrale? By 1784, she was a widow and estranged from Johnson over her
attachment to and then (on 23 July of that year) marriage to Gabriel Piozzi. 

So far, that’s two of our four revellers – Johnson and Mrs Thrale/Piozzi – out
for the count, three when we recall that by 1784 Goldsmith had been ten years
dead. That leaves Boswell. He was in London in the summer of 1784, and last
saw Johnson on 30 June at dinner in Sir Joshua Reynolds’ house. The previous
winter, Johnson had been so ill that he was unable to leave the house for 129
days in succession. It seems unlikely that the Rowlandson supper-party in
Vauxhall Gardens did take place, at least not in 1784, indeed not after 1774, the
year Goldsmith died. And, as David Coke suggests, in pointing out these and
other anachronisms in the captions, had such a Johnsonian party taken place at
any time at all, what are the chances that not one of the participants would have
left a record?xxi What could Rowlandson be playing at?

Coke supplies an answer. First, having named the supper-box party and others,
he directs attention to the gentleman standing against the next tree to the figure
in legal/clerical black clutching a book. This figure, Coke suggests, is Tom Tyers.
The gentleman, Coke argues, is ‘probably’ Rowlandson himself, then in his late
20s. Second, the attention of the crowd in Vaux-Hall is focussed not upon any
one of the horde of notables mingling there, but upon the singer. In 1784, Mrs
Weichsel had for 20 years been a Vauxhall star soprano; she was 38 and on the
point of retiring. Coke speculates that she and her husband Carl, an oboe player,
may have commissioned Vaux-Hall from Rowlandson, or that the Tyers family
did so. More likely still, Coke suggests, is that Rowlandson himself may have
presented the picture to Mrs Weichsel. In 1784, she was living at No.3, Church
Street, Soho, now Romilly Street; Rowlandson rented an apartment next door
at No.4.xxii
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Seen as a retirement gift, Vaux-Hall takes on a new perspective, one in which
inclusion of the dual Mrs Thrale/Mrs Piozzi, the dying Johnson, and the long-
dead Goldsmith becomes explicable. In Coke and Borg’s analysis, Vaux-Hall
may now be seen as delineating not a particular event in 1784 or any other
Vauxhall season. Rowlandson is summoning up a moment that never was, but
nonetheless remains true to Vauxhall’s partying spirit. Vaux-Hall becomes a
conspectus, a summoning-up of the notables Mrs Weichsel would have
associated with the scene of her triumphs. There is no caption to the original
because she knew the people involved. With the print struck from the original,
however, Rowlandson and his publishers were aiming at a wide public, and had
every motive to name celebrity names.

Coke nonetheless remains flexible on the Johnson enigma. Elsewhere in the
print, he says, we see representatives of royalty, aristocracy, gentry, wealth,
fashion, as well as of the military, the law, church, trade, journalism and harlotry.
The supper-box group could well represent not just writers, but dramatists, poets
and, above all, the learning, wit and wisdom for which Tyers intended Vauxhall
to be known. Who better than Johnson to serve Rowlandson as the archetype
of those values? Nobody has yet come up with an Augustan notable who better
fits the bill or more resembles Rowlandson’s diner than Johnson. Other
celebrities named in the print and its variants lack ‘direct evidence’ of their
frequenting Vauxhall.xxiii Without doubt, the artist himself frequented the
Gardens, whether or not he came across Johnson. Of Vauxhall, Angelo writes,
‘Rowlandson…and myself have often been there’.

Turning from the art to the literature of Johnson’s day, or rather to its authors,
enough members of his circle have personal and professional links to Vauxhall
to suggest that the sage and the Gardens may not have been strangers. Take three
of Johnson’s first biographers. Tom Tyers, the part-owner, and Boswell the
registered frequent patron, we have noted. Then there is Sir John Hawkins,
friend of Handel and, since the late 1730s/early 1740s, of Johnson. Hawkins was
knighted in 1788 for his services to the law. He was also an accomplished
musician. The young Hawkins turned a penny writing lyrics for compositions
to be performed and sung at Vauxhall. He also played in and on occasion led
the Vauxhall Band.xxiv

One form Jonathan Tyers’ patronage of the arts took in the mid-1740s was to
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house and feed the indigent poet and soak Christopher Smart (1722–1771) in
the Proprietor’s House at Vauxhall. Smart wrote the lyrics for ‘Idleness’, a
William Boyce air that was a hit of the 1744 Vauxhall season. The poet seems
to have met Johnson through Grub Street, and Johnson, who ‘sincerely shared’
Smart’s ‘unhappy vacillation of mind’, covered for Smart on a monthly, The
Universal Visiter, in 1756, ‘while he [Smart] was mad’. The Dictionary (1755)
made Johnson sought-after, and it was around this time that Smart introduced
Tom Tyers to him. Like Johnson, Tyers contributed to The Gentleman’s
Magazine, and his biography of Johnson first appeared there in 1784. Sir John
Hawkins’ biographer maintains that Hawkins and Johnson may have begun their
lifelong friendship as early as 1739 when Hawkins, then an impecunious young
law clerk, began to offer pieces to The Gentleman’s Magazine, where by now
Johnson was on his way to becoming the star contributor.xxv Despite the
Vauxhall connections of Hawkins, Smart and Tyers, it begins to seem as if the
original link between these three and Johnson was Grub Street and journalism
rather than Vauxhall. 

Johnson stated that ‘No man but a blockhead ever wrote, except for money’.
Money, or rather the lack of it, may be at the root of any relationship that he
had with Vauxhall. Unlike other members of his circle, there was no payday for
Johnson here. Hawkins, Smart and Tyers all wrote the lyrics for music to be
performed at Vauxhall, but Johnson did not. Deaf and indifferent to music,
other than to the music in words themselves, he could readily dash off light verse
of a gently moral nature: ‘To Sir John Lade, on His Coming of Age’ or ‘To Mrs
Thrale (On Completing Her Thirty-Fifth Year)’, for example. Yet he seems to
have done so as a compliment, gift or party piece, not for money. 

It seems unlikely that Johnson could or would have visited Vauxhall much, if at
all, before the royal pension translated him from Grub to Easy Street in 1762.
He was 25 when, in 1735, he married Elizabeth Porter (‘Tetty’), who was 21
years his senior. Two years later, he pitched up in London without her, broke
and living on what was left of her money. Age, distance and infirmity – mental
or physical – as well as penury kept the couple apart for much of the remaining
15 years of their marriage. We may speculate that at times Johnson might have
been tempted to resort to Vauxhall for wine and women, if not song. Yet even
if he had been so-minded, were wine, women – and roast chicken – not to be
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had much more readily and cheaply a few steps from any of his successive front
doors?

Scrofulous, shambling, convulsive, habitually dressed like a tramp, what sort of
figure would Johnson have cut in fashionable Vauxhall?  As late as 1755 he was
still liable to arrest for debt. A wifeless, childless man could live after a fashion
on a shilling a day in London. How likely was it that Johnson would blow that
shilling on admission to Vauxhall, home of music he could hardly hear and
paintings or sculpture he could barely see? Tetty may have insisted on a pleasure-
garden expedition, of course. If so, it seems more likely that she, like her
husband’s creation Mrs Zachary Treacle, would have dragged him, protesting,
to some more modest London resort, such as ‘Hornsey Wood, or the White
Conduit House’.xxvi

Boswell says the Johnson of prosperous, post-pension years  ‘often’ went to
Ranelagh, which he, Johnson, ‘deemed a place of innocent recreation’. Ranelagh
Gardens, which stood next to where the Chelsea Flower Show is held today,
opened in 1742 specifically to rival Vauxhall. Assiduous party-goers would call
in at both, ending up in Vauxhall. In contrast with Vauxhall’s al fresco
loucheness, the socialising at Ranelagh was more genteel. Johnson, however,
found that even the sedate charms of Ranelagh could be painful, for ‘it went to
my heart to consider that there was not one in all that brilliant circle, that was
not afraid to go home and think’.xxvii

But it is not to Ranelagh but to Vauxhall that the shade of Johnson was to cling.
Ranelagh folded in 1805, 44 years before Vauxhall, without becoming a name
as numinous in the folk memory. It would be a rare professed Londoner of
Johnson’s day who did not set foot in Vauxhall. However, Vauxhall probably was
just not Johnson’s cup of tea. There was too much else going on that could
distract from the conversation or compete for his hearers’ attention. Moreover,
literature may have conferred upon Vauxhall Gardens a significance amounting
to immortality, an importance perhaps greater for succeeding generations than
for Johnson’s own. Vauxhall was but one of many pleasure gardens, as is Harrods
among London department stores now. To have made a fuss about going to
Vauxhall then, as to Harrods today, would be the mark of a tourist or provincial,
not of a confirmed Londoner. 
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That said, Jonathan Tyers’ Vauxhall created the first mass audience for the arts,
in particular for English music, painting and song. Vauxhall has so peopled
English belles lettres, drama, fiction, history and verse that fascination sets in,
and readers may feel that Johnson and Vauxhall are at one or, if not, they should
be. This may explain Walford’s assumption that Johnson was a ‘frequent’ visitor
and led him to attribute to Johnson’s pen words of praise that came from
Boswell. The audience for Vauxhall-flavoured literature has built up over the
years, and by now may far exceed the number of those who, like Johnson and
his contemporaries, were lucky enough to have had the option of experiencing
the real thing. Whatever we make of Dr Johnson and the Vauxhall Gardens
Mysteries, long may each generation’s reading audience for the one continue to
swell the audience for the other. 
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Ross Davies is the Chairman of The Vauxhall Society, a civic society for the
parliamentary London constituency of that name. A Johnsonian since grammar-
school days and Life Member of the Johnson Society (Lichfield), Dr Davies
once toiled in Grub Street, two minutes’ walk from St John’s Gate, as well as in
and around Fleet Street, where he was sometimes unavoidably detained at Ye
Olde Cheshire Cheese. Home was and is five minutes’ walk from the site of
Vauxhall Gardens (recently renamed Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens). His latest
book is A Student in Arms: Donald Hankey and Edwardian Society at War; his
next will be Last Train from Jerusalem: Life, Death and Stephen Haggard.
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Last year’s ALS AGM, hosted by the Marlowe Society, celebrated
the 450th anniversary of Christopher Marlowe’s birth in
Canterbury. We were particularly fortunate to have the King’s
School, attended by Marlowe, as our venue for Saturday’s talks and
AGM.  It originally housed pilgrims, and became a school in 1541,
established by Henry VIII. Other famous pupils include: Somerset
Maugham, Patrick Leigh-Fermor, Walter Pater, Michael Murpurgo
and (perhaps) David Copperfield.  

Like Shakespeare and Johnson, Marlowe was born in a provincial
town, the son of a tradesman. Marlowe was the son of a shoemaker,
born in 1564, the same year as Shakespeare. Following his
education at the King’s School, he won a scholarship to Corpus
Christi, Cambridge, where he studied divinity.  While there, he was
recruited as a secret agent by Sir Francis Walsingham.  His short
and difficult life was dogged by rumour and scandal, but he wrote
plays outstanding for their innovative plots and scintillating poetry.
He has been described as ‘the muses’ darling’ (George Peele) and
‘the morning star of English poetry’ (Tennyson), while Shakespeare
extolled ‘Marlowe’s mighty line’.

The circumstances of his death, apparently in a pub brawl in
Deptford, are notorious and sufficiently mysterious to have
spawned a host of conspiracy theories.  One is that he was in danger
of being arrested, tortured and accused of heresy.  The powerful
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people, whom he might have implicated, arranged for his death to be faked, and
he was spirited away to the Continent, where he continued his career as a spy or
– as some believe – wrote the works of Shakespeare.

At noon we joined the people of Canterbury at a wreath-laying by the Marlowe
Society, the King’s School and the City of Canterbury at the Marlowe memorial.
The rather voluptuous statue represents the muse of dramatic poetry and is
known to Canterbury people as ‘Kitty Marlowe’, which I found amusing in light
of Marlowe’s reputed homosexuality.

The ALS AGM was kept as brief as possible, but contained a lively exchange of
ideas between societies. One trend discussed was the development of ‘parallel
societies’, which exist on Facebook and other social media and may have very little
relationship to the actual societies in terms of membership, interests, goals, etc.

The ALS committee was re-elected.

In the afternoon we had a forceful lecture on the life and writing of Joseph
Conrad, who is another Canterbury author.  We were also given the opportunity
to see a special exhibition of manuscripts relating to ALS authors, assembled
for us by the King’s School archivist, Peter Henderson, which form part of the
impressive Walpole collection. This is particularly strong in 20th century writing,
and Peter had a job to make sure we all kept our hands to ourselves.

Saturday concluded with the usual convivial dinner and readings from ALS
authors. On Sunday morning, many of us attended the sung Eucharist in
Canterbury Cathedral, which included mention of the ALS weekend and the
450th anniversary of Marlowe’s birth.

This year’s ALS AGM will be held in York, hosted by the Trollope Society, on
30 May.  All members of the Johnson Society, and other societies affiliated to
the ALS, are welcome to attend. If you would like more information about the
ALS, please see our website (www.allianceofliterarysocieties.org.uk) or contact
me at martyross73@gmail.com. 
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This paper is an edited version of the Annual Johnson Lecture,
presented to the Johnson Society of Lichfield on 2 March 2014, to
commemorate the journey of David Garrick and Samuel Johnson
to London.

‘Amusement, mere amusement’ is how Samuel Johnson assessed
the sole likely benefit to mankind of the increasing number of air
balloon experiments which were taking place by the latter half of
1784. Yet, to his own distinct lack of amusement, he never
experienced the sight of a balloon in motion with his own eyes.
The closest that he apparently came was to be in the same city
when an ascent took place. Appropriately enough, that city was his
beloved Oxford, and the pilot that day, 12 November 1784, was the
man later dubbed ‘the King of all balloons’: James Sadler, ‘the first
English aeronaut’. 

The first ever experimental launch of a hot-air balloon had been
made in France by Joseph and Etienne Montgolfier on 5 June
1783. When the two brothers went on to demonstrate the
successful ascent and return of a cockerel, a sheep, and a duck on
19 September 1783, Johnson was alert to the achievement within
days. His letter (22 September; all quotes from Johnson’s letters
from Letters of Samuel Johnson, volume IV, ed. Bruce Redford)
to Hester Thrale demonstrates his immediate grasp of the science
involved and his enthusiasm for its ingenuity, though his conclusion
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– unconsciously reflecting what would become a somewhat typical haughty
British disdain for something the accursed French had had the audacity to invent
first – was: ‘I know not that they possibly be of use.’

This seems, perhaps, a little surprising, a little lacking in imagination for
someone who had, after all, envisaged human flight (albeit with wings) in his
novel Rasselas, Prince of Abissinia, more than 20 years earlier. Anticipating the
emotions described by many balloonists, Johnson had written: 

How must it amuse the pendent spectator to see the moving scene of land
and ocean, cities and deserts! to survey with equal security the marts of trade,
and the fields of battle, mountains infested by barbarians, and fruitful regions
gladdened by plenty, and lulled with peace! 

Doubtful though many may have been about the utility of balloons, there was
no getting away from the subject during the latter part of 1783. In another letter
to Hester Thrale (13 December 1783), Johnson found it worthy of note that
during a whole day spent with three friends, ‘no mention had been made among
us of the air balloon, which has taken full possession, with a very good claim of
every philosophical mind and mouth’. He then added, ‘Do you not wish for the
flying coach?’ The question is evidently intended jocularly, as an impossible
aspiration, yet developments in France had by then already brought the prospect
of airborne movement of passengers just a little bit closer. Pilâtre de Rozier and
the Marquis d’Arlandes had made the first manned flight in a hot-air balloon
on 21 November and, less than a fortnight later, on 1 December, the French
chemist, J. A. C. Charles, had done likewise using a balloon filled with hydrogen
(though the name of this new gas had not yet then been coined). 

Erasmus Darwin was, in all probability, the first Englishman to launch a
hydrogen balloon, from Derby, on 26 December 1783 (Collected Letters of
Erasmus Darwin, ed. Desmond King-Hele, p.223).

So, come the new year of 1784, we find Johnson in a less dubious frame of mind,
writing to Hester Thrale (12 January 1784) that: ‘The Balloon engages all
Mankind, and it is indeed a wonderful and unexpected addition to human
knowledge.’  Indeed, so convinced was he, that by the end of the month he
contributed to a subscription to build one (as he told Hester Thrale on 31
January and William Bowles on 3 February). This means of raising funds was
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common practice. Ballooning was a very expensive business, and practically the
only way to afford the construction of the equipment, the provision of fuel, and
the attendant expenses was by selling tickets beforehand. 

However, having wittily wished well to the ‘soaring curiosity’ of balloonists in
the letter to Bowles, when six months had passed with nothing to show for his
investment, Johnson was rather less sanguine, and was accusing the recipient
(evidently another Frenchman, Chevalier de Moret, though Johnson does not
specifically name him) of being a cheat and of running off with his money (letter
of 21 August 1784 to Dr Richard Brocklesby). This was a little unfair, in fact, as
de Moret had genuinely endeavoured to make an ascent from London that
month, but for reasons beyond his control was unable to do so. 

De Moret’s failure left the way clear for another foreigner, the Italian Vincent
Lunardi, to claim the honour of being the first man to fly in England. This feat
was achieved on 15 September 1784. Among the many thousands of people
who witnessed the ascent was Johnson’s good friend William Windham (1750–
1810), then the MP for Norwich. Windham had returned to London specifically
for the purpose (Windham’s Diary), having come ‘forty miles out of his way’ to
visit Johnson at Ashbourne a few days earlier (Johnson’s letter to Richard
Brocklesby of 2 September 1784). Windham had then continued to Oxford,
where, as becomes clear from a later letter (British Library add. MSS 37914
f.27-30), his own enthusiasm for ballooning was nurtured through a meeting
with James Sadler (1753–1828), the Oxford pastry cook who would, less than a
month later, become the first Englishman to fly. 

Indeed, the following year, Windham himself would go on to ascend with Sadler
and join that very select number of men who had experienced what it was like
‘to walk the air and contemplate the sun’ (as a friend described his achievement
(Early Life and Diaries of William Windham, ed. Ketton-Cremer, p.283),
quoting Aristophanes’ Clouds)). 

Johnson was understandably resentful that so many of his friends had witnessed
something which he himself had been denied through ill-health and poor
eyesight. Three days after Lunardi’s success, he wrote somewhat tersely to Joshua
Reynolds (18 September 1784): ‘I have three letters this day, all about the
balloon. I could have been content with one. Do not write about the balloon.
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Whatever else You may think proper to say.’ 

One of those three letters had been from Richard Brocklesby. In Johnson’s
response of 29 September 1784 he shows a reversion to his original scepticism
of a year earlier: 

In amusement, mere amusement I am afraid it must end, for I do not find
that its course can be directed, so that as it should serve any purposes of
communication; and it can give no new intelligence of the state of the air at
different heights, till they have ascended above the height of mountains,
which they seem never likely to do.

The latter point was a reasonable one. Why go to all this bother, when a walk
up a high mountain would provide the same conditions for scientific
experimentation? Whatever, ballooning as ‘mere amusement’ was quite
sufficient for some. While the scientific establishment – with a sceptical Joseph
Banks, President of the Royal Society, at its head – might bemoan the lack of
any true advancement in understanding as a result of the increasing number of
balloon flights, the public were attracted to them in their thousands.
Unfortunately for the balloonists, many of these spectators did not pay for the
privilege: Johnson was by no means alone in realising that ‘to pay for seats at
the Balloon is not very necessary, because in less than a minute they who gaze
at a mile’s distance will see all that can be seen’ (letter to John Hoole 13
September 1784). That being the case, it was doubly unjust that balloonists who
failed to ascend were more often than not accused of defrauding the public,
berated until they agreed to make refunds, and sometimes found themselves  in
danger of physical assault and the destruction of their expensive equipment at
the hands of individuals who had quite possibly paid nothing anyway. De Moret
had suffered just such treatment the month before.

Despite these dangers, both aloft and on the ground, the race to become the
first Briton to fly attracted many candidates, and three eventual claimants. One
was the eccentric Scot, James Tytler (1747–1804), who did manage to get off the
ground in Edinburgh on 27 August 1784, but rather sabotaged his own claim to
ballooning immortality by later describing the effort as a mere ‘leap’ (in Account
of Five Aerial Voyages in Scotland (1786) by Vincent Lunardi, p.109); a second
claimant was the London anatomist John Sheldon (1752–1808), who went up
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from London as the passenger  of the Frenchman Jean-Pierre Blanchard (1753–
1809) on 16 October; and the third was the man William Windham described
as his ‘protégé’, the Oxford pastry cook,  James Sadler. 

Sadler’s is the strongest claim, in that – unlike Tytler – he made a genuine flight
and – unlike Sheldon – he was himself the pilot (though the term was not yet
applied at this time). A slight doubt remains in that when Sadler made his first
flight, on 4 October, he did so just before dawn – an early riser then, among all
these other ‘early risers’! – and as a result there were no witnesses to confirm
the event. In contrast, however, his second ascent on Friday, 12 November was
watched by thousands of people from all over the neighbourhood of Oxford
and far beyond. Among them was Frank Barber.

Johnson and Barber had probably left Lichfield on 8 November, going first to
Birmingham, ‘where he passed a few days with his worthy old schoolfellow, Mr.
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Hector’ (Boswell’s Life IV. (1971), p.375) and ‘then proceeded to Oxford, where
he was again kindly received by Dr. Adams’ – ‘again’ because he had also stayed
with William Adams at his old college of Pembroke in the summer. 

It was probably a coincidence that they arrived in Oxford on the day of Sadler’s
launch, but in any case Johnson himself felt unable to rouse himself after the
journey to make the effort to see it. In what turned out to be his last ever written
reference to ballooning, he told Hector (letter of 17 November 1784): ‘I did not
reach Oxford till Friday morning, and then I sent Francis to see the Balloon fly,
but could not go myself.’

He somehow seems to have had a premonition of his own disappointment,
having written to Francesco Sastres on 1 November, shortly before leaving
Lichfield: ‘You see some balloons succeed and some miscarry, and a thousand
strange and a thousand foolish things. But I see nothing’ – an allusion to his
increasingly poor eyesight.

So, while many doubted James Sadler’s first ascent, this time his fame was
assured. Travelling about 20 miles in only 17 minutes, he landed safely near
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Aylesbury, and was back in Oxford before nightfall. On arrival, ‘the Populace
seized the Chaise at the Entrance of the Town, took off the Horses, dragged
the Carriage through several of the principal Streets of this City, and were not
content till they had compelled the Inhabitants to illuminate their Houses’
(Jackson’s Oxford Journal 13 November 1784). Whether Johnson – secluded
within the stout walls of Pembroke – was aware of the town’s excitement at
Sadler’s return we shall never know.

Johnson remained four nights in Oxford, arriving in London on Tuesday, 16
November (letter to Edmund Hector, 17 November 1784 and note to Dr
Burney; Life, pp.377-8), but lived only another four weeks. A quarter of a
century later, however, we find Johnson’s name unexpectedly associated again
with the now veteran aeronaut James Sadler.

Sadler’s very extraordinary life included two separate phases as a balloonist. The
first lasted a year and entailed eight ascents – including the one with William
Windham in May 1785 – and was undertaken while simultaneously
endeavouring to sustain the family confectionary business in Oxford. 

Sadler then assisted the Oxford-educated chemist Thomas Beddoes to establish
an experimental medical practice in Bristol, before serving as the official chemist
to the Navy from 1795 to 1810, a role in which, he fabricated or modified
engines, guns, cannons, and furnaces. Finding himself dismissed without a
pension – ‘uncompensated, unnoticed, friendless, nay absolutely ruined’ as his
local Oxford MP put it – he reverted to ballooning at the age of 57 in 1810. 

His first comeback ascent was, appropriately enough, in Oxford, in July 1810.
His next was from Bristol, during which he and William Clayfield became the
first men to traverse the Bristol Channel by air, though they then found
themselves carried back across the Welsh coast towards England. In a desperate
attempt to maintain altitude, they offloaded every bit of possible ballast.
According to Sadler’s own account, published as Balloon, an authentic account
of the ærial voyage of … Monday, September 24th, 1810, the ejected material
included ‘a great-coat, a valuable barometer and thermometer, a speaking-
trumpet, and grapling [sic] iron’ (p. 10). It is presumably this same barometer
which ‘sustained an injury in the field, after being placed in the Car, which
rendered it useless’ (p.8) and which two newspapers, the Morning Chronicle
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and Morning Post (28 September), referred to as ‘a favourite Barometer given
to Mr. Sadler by the famous Dr. Johnson, for which he has been offered two
hundred guineas’. How peculiar! There is no indication that Johnson and Sadler
ever met, so – always assuming the statement to be correct – a possible
explanation is that William Windham acquired it on Sadler’s behalf. Nothing
in any Johnson archive material consulted provides any clues.

Sadly for all concerned, the ejection of the ballast, valuable or otherwise, proved
in vain, and the balloon plunged into the Bristol Channel. Here was yet another
potential hazard for these extremely courageous ballooning pioneers: there was
the hazard of the flight; the potential hazard of the crowd if no flight took place;
the hazard of landing; the potential hazard of an angry reception from suspicious
peasants or irate farmers; and, this time also, the potential to drown! 

James Sadler and William Clayfield didn’t drown, however, and the incident
proved to be a rehearsal for a still more dramatic sea rescue when Sadler
narrowly failed to become the first man to fly from Ireland to England in 1813.
His son Windham (named after William Windham) succeeded in
accomplishing the feat in 1817. 

The man whose balloon flight Johnson came closer to witnessing than any
survived into his 70s, outliving by many years all his original peers in the activity.
Indeed, James Sadler also outlived his son Windham, who became that
surprisingly rare thing, a ballooning fatality, in 1824. Sadler’s own demise came
in 1828, back in his birthplace of Oxford, still, one rather fears, largely
‘unnoticed, friendless’ and ‘absolutely ruined’.

Mark J. Davies is an Oxford local historian, public speaker, and guide whose
research into James Sadler and his contemporaries marks a change from the
aspects of Oxford for which he is better known, namely the city’s waterways and
Lewis Carroll’s ‘Alice’ (www.oxfordwaterwalks.co.uk). Mark’s biography of
Sadler is due out later this year. It is tentatively titled ‘King of all Balloons’: James
Sadler, Oxford Pastry Cook and First English Aeronaut (having resisted the one
suggested from the floor during the lecture presented to the Johnson Society in
March: ‘Pie in the Sky’!).
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David Garrick died on 20 January 1779, less than a month before
his 62nd birthday. His last weeks had been physical torment: he
had suffered the excruciating pain of kidney stones and finally
succumbed to kidney failure, uraemia and (probably) sepsis.
Garrick died in the early hours of that Wednesday and later in the
day Eva, his wife, vacated the family home at Number 5 Adelphi
Terrace, near the Strand, in London to stay with the Angelos
(family friends who ran a very popular fencing school), in Soho.

Garrick’s funeral arrangements were overseen by Richard Brinsley
Sheridan who would be Chief Mourner at the obsequies. (It is
likely that this arrangement had been made prior to Garrick’s death
as the following day preparations began apace.) Mr Ireland was the
undertaker, and his bill (see Appendix 1; all un-noted quotations
that follow are from this document) gives a continuous account of
proceedings up to and including the funeral service. Picard, quoting
The Gentleman’s Magazine of February 1759, supplies a description
of the business-like quality then required of undertakers, to ‘…furnish
out the Funeral Solemnity with as much pomp and feigned sorrow
as the Heirs and Successors chose to purchase’ (Picard, p.273).

Although the ostentation of Victorian funerals was some way off,
most of the accoutrements of Garrick’s funeral – and there were
many – were common for middle-class funerals at that time; but it
is the sheer scale and grandeur of these obsequies that astonished
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the public then, and will to anyone learning of them now. There are two main
reasons for this: the first is that Sheridan was in charge and he brought to bear
all the theatricality he could, making everything as much a display as any of
Garrick’s stage productions, indeed, to outdo them; secondly, there was a lot of
money available. Garrick had died a very wealthy man, leaving about £100,000;
his estate could afford it. As an actor/manager Garrick had ‘…discovered what
the public wanted and supplied it’ (James, p.169); as far as this funeral was
concerned Sheridan followed the great man’s line.

The day after his demise, surgeons carried out a brief post-mortem examination
on Garrick, in an upstairs room at the house: they found that one kidney had
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never fully developed and the remaining kidney had been seriously damaged by
a kidney stone blocking the ureter. Once the surgeons had finished, Mr Ireland
and his staff began their work; work which was to result in an ‘impressive
funeral…spectacularly staged by Richard Brinsley Sheridan…’ (McPherson, p.1);
so impressive, in fact, that it is acknowledged to have been the grandest funeral
of a commoner prior to that of Admiral Lord Nelson in January 1806, actually
eclipsing some earlier royal funerals. It was a funeral ‘as richly magnificent a
spectacle as any Garrick and De Loutherbourg [artist and scene designer for
Garrick] between them had ever devised at Drury Lane’ (McIntyre, p.609).
Hannah More, a close family friend who had written two plays for Garrick,
described the funeral as ‘pageant’. The thousands who lined the streets ‘to see
the last of him they had so delighted in applauding’ (Brooke-Hunt, p.236) would
have been equally impressed. One, however, is quoted as having been at odds
with it all: Horace Walpole wrote to the Countess of Upper Ossory to say he
thought the funeral ‘perfectly ridiculous’. 

Mr Ireland’s bill is meticulously ordered, down to the last halfpenny, and it is
plain to see how and where the money was spent. The bill runs to 18 closely
written pages, every single item accounted for. The first item to be charged was
the dressing of Garrick’s body (in what is not mentioned, but we may assume it
was his finest set of clothes): one guinea (£1 1s 0d). David Garrick was then
placed in three containers: ‘A strong Elm Coffin lined with Quilting and ruffled
with rich white Silk’, the body being placed on ‘A thick Quilted & Tufted silk
Mattrass & a Do. Pillow for the Head… A very large & handsome silk white
sheet & Funeral Dress complete’. This was enclosed in an ‘extra stout’ lead coffin
which was then soldered up, prior to being placed in the final coffin, empty
space in the latter being packed with fine sawdust and bran to prevent the former
moving. The third coffin was a very grand affair: ‘a very stout Elm Case covered
with rich crimson Velvet close drove with double rows all round & panell’d with
best brass Nails Four pairs of Elegant brass contract  handles with wrought
Gripes [grips] Ten Dozen ornamental Drops all richly chased & Gilt with best
manner’. This fine receptacle was topped with a ‘plate [inscribed with] the arms
of the deceased, underneath [was] this motto, “RESURGAM”, and [Garrick’s]
name, the day he died, and his age, in Latin’ (Davies, p.489). The whole was
then carried downstairs and placed in the State Room that had been adorned
with the array of mourning, the grandest that Mr Ireland’s (or Mr Sheridan’s)
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imagination could muster. The encoffining had been carried out by ‘eight Men
in Mourning’ and had cost a total of £58 18s 0d (the outer coffin alone was £25
0s 0d) and one pound for ten men – and what strong chaps they must have been
– to carry the load downstairs.

One hundred and twenty-four cards of invitation to Garrick’s laying-in-state were
hand-delivered across London and 1,800 ‘Cards of admission’ were ordered so
that people could enter the premises and pass by the coffin; the State Room in
which it lay (which, with the hallway, had been sombrely prepared in black
mourning by W. Butler for £7 3s 4½d) was guarded and attended by men
suitably attired in mourning dress. 

Fifty-seven large candelabra stood about the coffin, and 12 smaller ones stood
in the place where the invited King George and Queen Charlotte were to stand
during their visit (Her Majesty to be surrounded by ‘8 yards of Silver’d verging’);
in all 96 pounds of candles were used to light the room at a cost of £15 12s 0d.
‘6 Large Silver State Candlesticks on Stands covered with black Velvet’ stood by
the state rail which encompassed the coffin.  The flickering candlelight in a
darkened room adorned with black ostrich feathers, silk escutcheons with the
family arms, tassels, lines and silk pendants with a large black velvet pall above
it all must have been a fantastic sight to all who saw it. And the show went on for
three days and nights.

Even though they would not been involved with the funeral, the churches of St-
Martin-in-the-Fields (Garrick’s local church in town, the clergy of which were
among the official mourners), Hampton-on-Thames (where stood his country
retreat, Fuller House) and Hendon (the manor of which he had purchased in
1757 as ‘a purely commercial speculation’(ODNB, p.34)) were all decked out
in mourning with fine black cloth being used to dress the pulpits and family
pews and the Garrick family ‘atcheivments’ [achievements or hatchments], were
hung for the mourning period. 

The day of the funeral was set for Monday, 1 February. The days until the
funeral must have been a time of frenetic activity for all concerned and, in
particular, Mr Ireland who was in ‘…constant attendce Day & night from the 21
Jany to the Day of the Funeral conducting the Business’. Messrs Ireland and
Sheridan had much to do. Not least was to organise the list of invited guests,
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each of whom would be given a silk hatband and a pair of red gloves to wear for
the occasion; officiating clergy and others were also invested with the same. The
list of the official mourners reads like a Who’s Who of the great and the good
of late 18th century court, social, theatrical and literary circles (a high proportion
of whom also appear in Boswell’s Life); excepting only women. Funerals were
then not considered the place for women; of the full list of those invited only
three, Mrs and Miss Garrick and Lady Spencer, appear. (And Mrs Garrick was
probably David’s sister-in-law, not his wife.) Among the 129 ‘official’ mourners
were the six pall bearers, five of whom came from the House of Lords, headed
by the Duke of Devonshire; 12 gentlemen from each of Drury Lane and Covent
Garden theatres; 21 members of the Literary Club (among others, Johnson,
Burke, Sir Joseph Banks, Langton, Gibbon, Beauclerk and Reynolds). Military
officers and various clergymen were also included. And each one of the 129
received as a memento mori a ‘Mourn[ing] Ring black enamelled at £1 1s Ea’.
(Strangely, Garrick’s brothers are not mentioned as mourners in the bill; this is
because the family ‘mourners were his two nephews; but [sic] the faithful brother
and henchman, George, was lying in his last sickness, and died only two days
later’ (Fitzgerald, p.444)). All of these ‘official’ mourners travelled to
Westminster Abbey by coach, surrounded by the melancholic echo of the
doleful great bell of St-Martin-in-the-Fields. 

It was the procession that so impressed the spectators, and it is easy to see why.
There were 35 coaches for the ‘official’ mourners: the first of which was the
hearse, preceded by horse- and footmen; the second the ‘Grand State coach’
that contained Sheridan, Garrick’s three brothers and Mr Schaw; these and the
other coaches were drawn by six horses apiece. The drivers and postillions all
wore silk hatbands, red gloves and mourning cloaks; the former sat upon velvet
hammercloth covers on the boxes. Each horse, regardless of its role, was
caparisoned with two black ostrich plumes, a shaffroon mounting two black
pencils (a small tuft of hair or feathers), Garrick’s escutcheons and crests of silk
(one of each on either side). In total 238 horses paraded, 210 drawing the
coaches, the remainder interspersed, separating different parts of the procession.
154 pages in mourning, carrying wands tipped with silver, processed alongside
the coaches and horsemen.

Mourners had been asked to assemble and be ready to mount their coaches at
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11 a.m., giving plenty of time for the start of the funeral service two hours later.
By 10 a.m. the public had already assembled and lined the route ‘to the Abbey,
[the streets were] thronged; the windows of all the houses, and the very house
tops, were crowded with innumerable spectators…for curiosity hardly ever
appeared so very pressing as on [this] occasion’ (Davies, p.485). The press was
so great that, in addition to the constabulary that accompanied the procession
(and it is noted that the High Constable of Westminster led the way on foot,
immediately behind the four bedecked horsemen that led the procession),
members of the ‘soldiery’ were employed (at the cost of £12 12s 0d) to maintain
a clear passage along the way. The processional route was from Adelphi Terrace
to the Strand onto Charing Cross and then left, down Whitehall to the Abbey
– a distance of less than one mile, easily covered by foot in a quarter of an hour.
The procession, however, took somewhat longer: ‘The time fixed for the
commencement of the [funeral] ceremony was one o’clock…[and] in a slow,
solemn pace [the procession] proceeded to the Abbey…and arrived there at
about a quarter past two…[but all] were not out of their carriages till near a
quarter past three’ (Davies, pp.485-6). It is quite possible that the head of the
procession arrived at the Abbey’s west door before the tail had actually moved
from Garrick’s home. 

The funeral party arrived at Westminster Abbey, where ‘at the great west door,
which was thrown open to receive the procession, stood John Thomas, Dean
of Westminster and Bishop of Rochester, in his Episcopal robes as if some royal
cortège were approaching…’(Murray Smith, p.274). Slowly, the prepared vault
in the south transept and its soon-to-be occupant, were surrounded by the
mourners to witness the entombment. It is reported that ‘old Samuel Johnson
[stood] bathed in tears by the open grave at the foot of Shakespeare’s
monument…’ (Murray Smith, p.274). The service complete, the mourners
dispersed and the vault was bricked up. Sheridan retreated to his ‘house in Great
Queen-street…after Garrick’s funeral, [and] passed there the remainder of the
day in silence with a few select friends’ (Smith, p.139). It seems that no organised
gathering took place immediately after the funeral.

To place David Garrick’s funeral into context, and to gauge the splendour of it
all, comparison may be made with a near contemporary funeral. On 11 January
1780, Eleanor, the wife of Richard Hall, a haberdasher of One London Bridge,
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died suddenly at home aged 47 years. Richard employed undertakers John
Cooper & Co. to make all provision for his late wife’s funeral which took place
on 18 January. Much of what was involved at Garrick’s funeral – all the funerary
paraphernalia, all the accoutrements – was also used for Eleanor’s funeral, but
on a lesser scale. Three coffins, two elm with an intervening leaden one; the
delivery of printed invitations; the Hall’s residence being placed in mourning
with black drapery; the provision of hatbands and gloves to those requiring them;
a hearse and four carriages for mourners, the coach drivers in mourning cloaks;
the attendance of mourning men suitably attired, etc.; all’s there, even down to
the bran, packed in between the outer and lead coffins to cushion any movement
of the latter when lifted. Eleanor Hall, a Baptist, was buried in the family vault
in Bunhill Fields cemetery, the chosen resting place for many non-conformists.
The total cost for Eleanor’s funeral was £51 8s 6d. (An extra cost, unnecessary
in Garrick’s case, was a road toll: ‘Turnpike & drink for the Men:  6s 0d’
(Rendell).)

The funeral process was formulaic for all classes then (excepting the very poor
who could expect little in the way of ceremony at their passing). In Eleanor Hall’s
case it was only the spectacle and drama that were absent: no horses festooned
with pennants and heraldry; no achievements placed aloft in the parish church;
no constabulary escorting the cortège; soldiers were not required to keep order;
and certainly there was no laying in state. Her funeral was a family affair, not
metropolitan theatre. 

For those of lesser means than David Garrick the price for a family funeral could
be a heavy one.  ‘ [A]t the end of the [eighteenth] century, the funeral of a poor
person might cost as much as £15, which was certainly an appalling burden on…
the surviving spouse and children’ (Picard, p.75). The cost of a funeral for the
‘middling sort cost about £100…[again] an appalling drain on the resources of
the bereaved’ (Picard, p.273). 

It is likely that Mr Ireland was an undertaker for the upper echelons of society,
for when he presented his bill to Garrick’s executors it was for a staggering
£1,391; a bill that was still outstanding several years later.
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1779 Jan 20th The day of his Death

21 To Self & Assistants attending
the Surgeons to prepare the
Body for their Inspection and 1 1 0
dressing it afterwards for the
Coffin.

A strong Elm Coffin lined
with Quilting and ruffled with
rich white Silk 3 18 6

A thick Quilted & Tufted silk
Mattrass & a Do. Pillow for
the Head 1 16 0

A very large & handsome silk
white sheet & Funeral Dress
complete 4 4 0

An extra stout lead Coffin
solder’d all round 6 10 0

A lead plate of Inscription
thereon 10 6

To eight Men in Mourning
putting the Body in the Coffin 12 0 0

To two Men in Mourning 
attending the Plumbers to
solder up the coffin Bran &
Fine Dust to fill up Do.    5 0

To a very stout Elm Case
covered with rich crimson
Velvet close drove with double
rows all round & panell’d with
best brass Nails Four pairs of
Elegant brass contract Handles
with wrought Gripes Ten Dozen
ornamental Drops all richly
chased & Gilt with best manner 25 0 0

[Page 2]

An engraved Plate of Inscription
with the Family Arms Crest &
Motto double Gilt 3 13 0
To Ten Men in mourning in
with Do. & bringing the Body
down stairs into the State Room 1 0 0

Jany 21st to Feby 1st
To 124 Cards of Invitation
enclos’d sealed & directed & Men
in Mourning delivering Do.
At sundry times at 1/- each 6 4 0

To 1800 Cards of admission to
see the Corpse lay in state Sealing
of Do. & sealing wax included at
5/- per Hund’d 4 10 0

To four Men to keep the Door &
Do. delivering the Tickets to the
Public 2 Days each at 5/- each 2 0 0

To putting the State Room &
passages in complete deep
mourning & continuing the same
3 Days   15 0 0

A compleat Mourning Carpet for
the Floors 1 5 0

To four Doz. & 9 rich Silver
Sconces with double branches
3 Days 8 11 0

[Page 3]

To one Doz single Branch Do.
For their Majesties 1 16 0

To 96 Pounds of white wax
Candles of four in the Pound
used in Do. 15 12 0
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Transcript of the Bill for David Garrick’s Funeral
(Source: Shakespeare Centre Library and Archive (SCLA) DR32/2)

A Bill for the Funeral of David Garrick Esq. Interred in Westminster Abbey
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A large state Velvet Pall with ten
rich Gold Tassells & lines used
the three Days at the Funeral 3 3 0

To 12 Silk Escutcheons of the
Family Arms on Do. 3 0 0

A state Lid of rich black ostrich
Plumes on Do.Three Days &
carried in Procession at the Funeral 2 10 0

To 12 Silk Escutcheons used on Do. 3 0 0

A state Rail covered with mourning
& rich Plumes of the best Ostrich
Feathers placed round the Corpse
three Days & three nights 5 0 0

To 28 Silk Pendants interrupt with
the Feathers on the Rail & Lid 7 0 0

To 4 Silk Escutcheons & 4 Do.
Crests for the Front of Do. 1 16 0

To 6 Large Silver State
Candlesticks on Stands covered
with black Velvet & 6 Large whole
Wax Tapers used in Do. 3 Days 4 14 6

[Page 4]

To 12 Escutcheons of Arms used
round Do. 1 10 0

To 12 Crests Do. Do. 1 4 0

To 8 yards of Silver’d verging
used round her Majesty at the
head of the state room 12 0

To 8 Doz Escutcheons placed
round the Passage & state room 12 0 0

To 8 Doz of Crests for Do. 9 12 0

To 4 Men in mourning with
proper Dresses & staves covered

with black Silk to stand at the
Door as Porters & relieved every
2 Hours by four others the two
days laying in State 2 0 0

To 2 Men in the inside of the
State Room with Gilt wands to
attend the Corpse & relieved by
2 others as before 1 0 0

To 12 Silk Hatbands & 12 Pair of
Gloves Porters & Do.  9/6 5 14 0

To 4 rich Amozeen Scarves 4 Do.
Hat bands & 4 pr of laced looped
red Gloves for the 4 Clergymen
of St Martins at £3.18.6 15 14 0

To 10 Do. & Do. for the Ten Pall
Bearers at Do. 39 5 0

[Page 5]

To four best Crape Hatbands &
4 pairs laced looped red Gloves
for the Gentlemen mourners 1 18 0

A Superfine State mourning Cloak
with a Train for the chief Mourner 10 0                                                              

Three Superfine Mourning Cloaks
for the (other) Mourners 7 6                                                    

To 2 rich Silk Scarves  2 Do.
Hatbands & two pair of laced
looped red Gloves The Faculty
who attended 7 17 0

To 12 Silk Hatbands 12 Pr of
Gloves & 12 mourning cloaks,
The Gentlemen Performers of
Drury Lane Theatre 11 14 0

To 12 Do.Do.Do.Gentlemen of
Covent Garden Theatre 11 14 0

To 22 Do. Do Do. for the Literary
Club @ 19/6 21 9 0

To 44 Do. Do. Do. for the
intimate Friends at Do. 42 18 0

Procession
To a Silk Scarf Silk Hatband &
pair of Gloves for the High
Constable of Westminster 2 10 0
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To two Silk Hatbands & s Pr of
Gloves for his two Deputys 1 2 0

To a Silk Scarf Hatband & Gloves
Mr Ireland as Undertaker to
conduct the Funeral 2 10 0

[Page 6]

Six Men in mourning attending as
assisting conductors to the Funeral 6 6 0

To 6 Silk Scarves six Silk
Hatbands & six pair Gloves for Do. 15 0 0

To 10 Men in mourning attendants
on the Feathers Velvets & Heraldry 2 10 0

To 11 Silk Hatbands & 10 Pr
Gloves for same 4 15 0

To 4 Silk Hatbands.4 pair Gloves,
The Constables of Drury Lane
Theatre 1 18 0

To 4 Do. for the constables
belonging to the Theatre Royal
Covent Garden 1 18 0

To 4 Men in Mourning on
Horseback with proper Dresses
to ride as Porters at the Head
of the Procession 5 0 0

To 4 Silk Scarves for coverings to
the Porters Poles  25/- 5 0 0

To 4 Silk Hatbands & 4 Pair
Gloves Do. at 9s 6d 1 18 0

To two Men in mourning to
carry the State Lid of Feathers 12 6

Two Silk Hatbands & two pair of
Gloves for Do. 19 0

To Six Men on Horseback to follow 3 3 0

[Page 7]

To 6 Silk Hatbands & two six pair
of Gloves & six mourning cloaks
for Do. at 11/- 3 6 0

To a long Pennon 3 yards & ½
painted on both sides on fine
crimson silk silver’d Gilt, Arms
Crest & Devices with Motto
Painted Fringed & socketed 5 10 0

A Gentleman on Horseback to
bear Do. 1 1 0

To a Silk Scarf a Silk Hatband &
one pair Gloves Do. 2 10 0

To Six Men in Mourning on
Horseback as before 3 3 0

To Six silk Hatbands six Pr Gloves
& six Mourning Cloaks for Do. 3 6 0

To a Surcoat of Silk 2 yards & ½
Gilt silver’d & painted with Arms
on both sides. Sleeves lined with
white linen and fringed 5 5 0

A Gentleman on horseback to
carry Do. 1 1 0

To a Silk Scarf silk Hatband &
a pair of Gloves for Do. 2 10 0

To an Hearse & six Horses one day 2 10 0

[Page 8]

To the use of rich state Velvet
coverings For Do. & velvet
Hammercloth 1 10 0

To 17 Plumes of rich Ostrich
Feathers On Hearse & Horses 2 10 0

The Hearse full dress’d with 12
shields 10 Banners painted on both
sides & fringed 30 Escutcheons
36 Crests 24 long Pendants & sic
Crests for the Shaffroons 14 14 0

To two Silk Hatbands & two pair
Gloves Twp mourning cloaks the
Hearseman & Postillion 1 2 0

To 12 Men in mourning with Velvet
caps & Truncheons to bear the Body
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to the Hearse & at the Abbey &
attend the Horses & Hearse as Pages 3 12 0

To 12 Pr of Gloves & 12 Silk
Ribbons Favors for Do.   1 10 0

Grand state coach cover’d with Cloth
& six Horses in mourning Harness 3 3 0

To 2 Silk Hatbands 2 pr Gloves &
two Mourning Cloaks the
Coachman & Postillion 1 2 0

To 6 Plumes of black Ostrich
Feathers for the Horses of the
State Coach 1 10 0

[Page 9]

To velvet covering & Velvet
Hammercloth for Do. 1 1 0

To 12 Escutcheons 12 Crests 6
Shaffroons & 12 long Pencils for Do. 4 10 0

To two state Pages to attend the Coach
one on each side with Gilt Wands 17 0

To 2 Silk Scarves two Silk Hatband
& two Pr Gloves Do. 5 0 0

Mr Shade behind the State Coach a
Silk Hatband & pr of Gloves for him 9 6

To a mourning Coach & six Horses
for the Clergy of St Martins 2 10 0

To 6 Plumes of black Ostrich
Feathers Horse Velvets &
Hammercloth to Do. 2 11 0

To 12 Escutcheons 12Crests 6
Shaffroons & 6 Pencils 4 10 0

To 2 Silk Hatbands 2 pr Gloves &
2 Mourning cloaks The
Coachman & Postillion 1 2 0

To 3 Men in mourning as Pages
and Sert. Behind 15 0

To 3 Silk Hatbands 3 pr Gloves
& two black Wands tipt with Gold
for Pages 1 10 6

To five mourning Coaches with six
Horses each for the Pall Bearers 12 10 0

[Page 10]

To thirty Plumes of Ostrich
Feathers, Velvets & Velvet
Hammercloths for the 5
mourning coaches  12 15 0

To sixty Escutcheons, 60 Crests 30
Shaffroons & 60 Pencils 22 10 0

To 10 Silk Hatbands, 10 pr Gloves
& ten mourning Cloaks the
Coachmen & Postillions 5 10 0

To 15 Men in mourning to attend
as before 3 15 0

To 15 Silk Hatbands, 15 pr Gloves &
ten Wands tipt with Gold as before 7 12 6

To a mourning Coach & 6 Horses
the chief Mourner    2 10 0

To 6 Plumes of black Ostrich
Feathers Velvets & Hammercloth 2 11 0

To 12 Escutcheons 12 Crests 6
Shaffroons & 6 Pencils 4 10 0

To two Silk Hatbands 2 Pair of
Gloves & two Mourning Cloaks
the Coachman & Postillion 1 2 0

To two Crape Hatbands two pr
Gloves for Mr Garricks Servants
Trainbearers to chief Mourner 13 0

To two Men in mourning to attend
as Coach Pages 10 0

To two silk Hatbands & 2 pr
Gloves for Do.

[Page 11]

To a mourning Coach with 6
Horses for the Family mourners 2 10 0

To 6 Plumes black Ostrich Feathers
Velvets & Hammercloth for Do. 2 11 0
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To 12 Escutcheons, 12 Crests 6
Shaffroons & 12 Pencils Do. 4 10 0

To 2 silk Hatbands two pr Gloves
& two mourning Cloaks the
Coachman & Postillion 1 2 0

To 3 Men in mourning to attend
as Coach Pages & Servant behind 15 0

To 3 Silk Hatbands 3 pr Gloves 2
Wands Tipt as before 1 10 6

To a mourning Coach & 6 Horses
for the Faculty 2 10 0

To 6 Plumes of Feathers,
Horsevelvets and Hammercloth 2 11 0

To 12 Escutcheons 12 Crests 6
Shaffroons & 12 Pencils for Do. 4 10 0

To two Silk hatbands two pr Gloves
& 2 mourning Cloaks the
Coachman & Postillion 1 2 0

To 3 Men in mourning to attend
as Pages & Servant 15 0

To 3 Silk Hatbands three Pr
Gloves & two Wands as before 1 10 6

To two Men in mourning on
Horseback to follow 1 1 0

To 2 Silk Hatbands two Pr Gloves
& two mourning Cloaks Do. 1 2 0

To 4 mourning Coaches & six
Horses each with the Gentlemen
Performers of the Theatre Royal
Drury Lane 10 0 0

To 24 Plumes of Ostrich Feathers,
Velvets & velvet Hammercloth to Do. 10 4 0

To 48 Escutcheons, 48 Crests,
24 Shaffroons & 48 Pencils 18 0 0

To 8 Silk Hatbands 8 pr Gloves &
eight mourning Cloaks the
Coachmen & Postillions 4 8 0

To 12 Men in mourning as Pages
& 8 wands as before 6 2 0

To two Men in mourning on
Horseback to separate the Company 1 1 0

To 2 Silk Hatbands two pair Gloves
and two mourning Cloaks for Do. 1 2 0

To three mourning Coaches & six
Horses for the Gentlemen
Performers of the Theatre Royal
Covent Garden 7 10 0

To 18 Plumes of Ostrich Feathers,
Velvets and Velvet Hammercloths
for Do. 7 13 0

To 36 Escutcheons, 36 Crests, 18
Shaffroons & 36 Pencils 13 10 0

[Page 12]

To 6 silk hatbands 6Pr Gloves 
6 Cloaks for the Coachmen &
Postillions 3 6 0

To 9 men in mourning to attend
as Servants & Pages 2 5 0

To 9 Silk Hatbands 9 Pr Gloves &
6 Wands as before  4 11 6

To 2 Men in mourning on
Horseback to follow 1 1 0

To two Silk Hatbands 2 pr Gloves
& 2 mourning Cloaks for Do. 1 2 0

To five mourning Coaches with
six horses each for the Gentlemen
of the Literary Club 12 10 0

To 30 Plumes of Ostrich Feathers
velvets & velvet Hammercloths
for Do. 12 15 0

To 60 Escutcheons 60 Crests 30
Shaffroons & 60 Pencils 22 10 0

To 10 Silk Hatbands 10 pr Gloves
& 10 mourning cloaks the
Coachmen & postillions 5 10 0
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To 15 Men in mourning to attend
as Pages & Servants behind 3 15 0

To 15 Silk Hatbands 15 pr Gloves
& 10 Wands 7 12 6

To 2 men in mourning on
Horseback as before 1 1 0

To 12 mourning Coaches with 6
Horses each with intimate Friends 30 0 0

To 72 Plumes of Feather Velvets &
velvet Hammercloths to Do. 30 12 0

To 120 Escutcheons 120 Crests 60
Shaffroons & 120 Pencils 45 0 0

To 24 Silk Hatbands  24 Pr Gloves
& 24 mourning Cloaks for the
Coachmen & postillions 13 4 0

To 36 men in mourning to attend
as pages & Servants behind as
before mentioned 9 0 0

To 36 Hatbands 36 Pr Gloves &
24 Wands tipt with Gold as before 18 6 0

To 2 men in mourning on
Horseback to close the Procession 1 1 0

To 2 Silk Hatbands 2 pr Gloves &
two mourning Cloaks 1 2 0

Abbey
To an extra rich & long Amozeen
Scarf a Do. Hatband & a pair of
open laced looped Gloves for the
Dean of Westminster 4 10 0

To eight Do.Amozeen Scarves &
eight Do. Hatbands & 8 pr Do.
Gloves for the Prebendarys@ 3.18.6 31 8 0

To 4 Silk Scarves for Do. Hatbands
& 4 Pr Gloves for the Chaunter the
Receiver & the two Head Officers
of the Abbey Mr Fidoe & Mr Cope 10 0 0

To 5 Silk Hatbands & 5 pr Gloves
for the 2 Vergers the Sacrist the
Beadle & the Porter 4 7 6

To 90 Pr of looped bound Gloves
for the Gentlemen of the Choir
& belonging to the college 11 5 0

To 143 Gentlemens Servants fitted
with silk Hatbands & a pair of
Gloves each as under Mentioned 67 18 6

[Page 13]

1 Dr Hamilton 42 Jno Robinson Esq

2 Duke of Devonshire 43 Genl. Hale

3 Lord Camden Esq 44 Richd Berringer 

4 Lord Spencer 45 Wilmot Esq

5 Lord Ossory 46 R Adams Esq

6 Lady Spencer 47 Richd Cumberland

7 Lord Palmerstone 48 Calvert Esq

8 Hon Rd Rigby 49 Richd Cox Esq

9 Sir WWWynne Bart 50 Thos Wilde Esq

10 Honble Mr Stanley 51 Revd H Bate

11 Albany Wallis Esq 52 Dr Ford

12 Paterson Esq 53 Thos Linley Esq

13 R B Sheridan Esq 54 Wm Ramus Esq

14 Revd C Garrick 55 Hon & Revd Thos 

15 David Garrick Esq Cholmondely

16 Nathan Garick Esq 56 Wilson Esq

17 Capt Schaw 57 Airey Esq

18 Dr Cadogan 58 Dr Burney

19 Mr Laurence 59 Parsons Esq

20 Mr Yates 60 Jno Crawford Esq

21 Mr King 61 Thos Vaughan Esq

22 Lord Althorp 62 Mr Angelo

23 Hon Topham
Beauclerc 63 Racket Esq

24 Sir C Bunbury 64 Mr Churchill

25 Ed Burke Esq 65 Monsr Tepier

26 Jno Dunning Esq 66 Mr Noverre

27 Dean of Carlisle
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28 Dean of Fearnes Total 143

29 Dr Sam Johnson

30 Edw Gibbon Esq

31 Geo Colman Esq

32 Joseph Banks Esq

33 Anthy Banks Esq

34 W Jones Esq

35 Sir Joshue Reynolds

36 Hon C J Fox

[Page 14]

To 16 yds of superfine black Cloth
used to the Pulpit Desk &
Communion of St Martins Church 14 8 0

To 22 Yds Black Baize for Do. 2 4 0

To 48 Escutcheons of Arms
placed on Do. 6 0 0

To 48 Do.Crests intermixed with Do. 4 16 0

To Tacks Nails & 4 Men putting
Do. in complete mourning 1 1 0

To a Silk Hatband & pr Gloves
the Clk of St Martins 9 6

To a Large Atchievement of the
Family Arms in a double Frame
cover’d with Baize for the
Town House 5 10 0

To tacks Nails holdfasts & three
men straining Do. & fixing up at
the Adelphi 12 0

To 25 yds superfine Cloth used to
the Pulpit Desk Communion &
Family Pew at Hampton 22 10 0

To 18 yds Baize for Do. 1 16 0

To 48 Escutcheons of Arms
placed on Do. 6 0 0

To 48 Crests intermixt with Do. 4 16 0

To 1000 Brass Nails black japanned 10 0

To tacks Nails sewing silk &
binding & 3 Men two Days each,
To putting the Church in compleat
mourning, hanging up the Trophies 
used at the Funeral & straining
& fixing the Atchievmt 2 2 0

[Page 15]

To a large Atchievmt of the Family
Arms in a Double Frame coverd
with Baize 5 10 0

To 3 large Trophy Irons & Holdfasts
for the Atchievmt & 3 Poles for
Trophies & Black japanned 1 2 6

To a rich silk Scarf a Silk Hatband
& pair of laced looped red Gloves
The Clergyman at Hampton 3 18 6

To a Silk Hatband & Gloves
the Clerk 9 6

To 13 yds & ½ Superfien black
Cloth used to the Pulpit Desk &
Communion at Hendon Church 12 3 0

To 10 yds & ½ black Baize to Do. 1 1 0

To 48 Escutcheons & Arms on Do. 6 0 0

To 48 Crests intermixt 4 16 0

To Tacks nailes & two Men putting
Do. in comple at mourning 1 1 0

To 12 Silk Escutcheons delivd
after the Funeral 3 3 0

Rings delivd to

Clergy of St Martins

Revd Dr Hamilton Hon Mr Rigby

Revd Mr East Sir W W Wynne Bart

Revd Mr Wright Albany Wallis Esq &
Revd Mr Bowyer Patterson Esq

Pall Bearers Faculty

Duke of Devonshire Dr Cadogan

Lord Camden Dr Schomberg
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Lord Spencer Dr Turton

Lord Palmerston Percival Pott &

Lord Ossory
Lawrence Esq

10 Hon Mr Stanley

[Page 16]

Mourners Literary Club

20 R B Sheridan Esq Lord Althorp

Revd C Garrick 50 Sr Chl
David Garrick Esq Bunbury Bart

Nathan Garrick Esq Sir Joshue

Schaw Esq Reynolds Knt

Hon C J Fox

Hon Top Beauclerc

Gentlemen of Drury Dean of Fearnes
Lane Theatre Dean of Carlisle

Thos King Esq Smith Dr Johnson

Richd Yates Dr G Fordyce

Jas Dodd Ed Gibbon &
Josh Vernon Ed Burke Esq

30 Jno Palmer 60 Josh Banks

Wm Brereton Geo Colman

Jas Aiken Anty Chamier

Parsons Jno Dunning

Bensley Wm Jones

Moody & Bennett Langton

Jno Baddeley Esq Wm Scott

Robt Orme Chetwynn

70 Robt Quarme Esq
Gentlemen of 
Covent Garden
Theatre Intimate Friends

Chas Matthews Sir Grey Coope Bart

Matt Clark Sir Thos Mills Knt

Frans Aiken Henry Hoare

40 Thos Baker Hull Thos Harris & Jno

Robt Whitfield Robinson Esqs

Wm Lewis General hales

Richd Wroughton Geo Hardinge
Runhold Richd Berringer

Chr Lee Lewes   Henry Wilmot

Jno Quick & 80 Wilmot Junr
Rd Wilson Esq Newport

Robt Adams

Richd Cumberland

Thos Wylde & Calvert

[Page 17]

Richard Cox Esq Mrs Schaw

Revd Hy Bate Mrs D Garrick

Dr Ford Miss Garrick

Richd Tickle

90 Thos Linley

Wm Lacey Officers

Thos Sheridan Col Ogivlie

Nath Barnall & Captn Duff
Wm Ramus Esq Capt Fanshaw

Hon & Rvd J Capt Palmer

Cholmondely Ensign Baker &
Wm Whitehead 129 Ensign Richardson

Keate Wilson &
Airey Esqs

100 Dr Burney

Thos Forrest
Parsons & Jno
Crawford Esqs

Thos VaughanAngelo

Thos Racket Senr

Thos Racket Junr &
Churchill Esqrs
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Monsr De Loutherbourg
Bennett Esqs

Monsr Tepier
Mr Thos Beckett
Walker &Thos Johns, Esqs
Noverre &Capel Esqs

Justices

Sir Jno Fielding Knt

Sampson Wright

Wm Addington &

120 Jno Durden Esqs

To 129 Mourn Rings 
black,enamelled
at £1.1s Ea 135 9 0

To Mr Ireland constant attendce
Day & night from the 21 Jany to
the Day of the Funeral conducting
the Business 10  0  0

Cash expended at the Funeral

To paid at the Abbey as per Bill &
Rect £47 15 6

To cash Pd W Fidses Bill

To cash Pd W Fidses Bill

enclosing the Grave &making a
Vault as per Rect 15  7  8

Fee to the Dean thereon 10  0  0

To Cash Pd W Butler the Ho
Carpenter his preparing for hanging
State Room & passage taking down
Do. again as per Bill 7  3  4½

To Cash pd Soldiery as per acct &
Rect 12 12 0

To 10 Constables of Drury L @ 3s 1 10 0

[Page 18]

To Do. of Covent Garden Theatre 1 10 0

To Do. of St Martins 1 10 0

To cash pd St Martins Gt Bell 1 1 0

To cash pd Days allowance to 35
Coachmen & 35 Postillions 5 5 0

To Do. 154 Pages & Attendants 7 14 0

To Cash pd for 6 Doz Impressions
taken from the Coffin Plate 1 16 0

To Cash pd drawing designing &
engraving the Plate of Invitation 3 3 0

To Cash pd Coach hire for Goods
& 3 Men to Hampton & fromthere
next day 15 0

Pd 3 Mens Expences these two
Days & assistants 1 10 0

To Cash pd Coach hire to Men to
Hendon & back 6 0

Pd their Expences and assistants 10 0

Pd expences for the Trophy Bearers
6 conductors & or assistants 2 15 0

Pd coach hire at various times to
the Abbey Heralds office & sundry
places to receive & give Instructions
before & after the Funeral 18 6

Gave the Bricklayer Pd order 2 6

1301 9 4½
Total £1405 0 10½

Deductions made by Mr Higgins
& Mr Skerrett, To whom the Bill
was referr’d to be taxed 13 11 0

£1391
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Totals: 35 coaches

238 horses

154 pages

[Start] Four men on horseback → Two pages

High Constable of Westminster One coach for the Faculty

Two Deputies of the High Constable Three pages

Mr Ireland, Undertaker Two men on horseback

Six Assisting Conductors Four coaches with six horses each

Four Constables, Drury Lane (Drury Lane actors)

Four Constables, Covent Garden Twelve pages

Two men with State Lid of Flowers Two men on horseback

Six men on horseback Three mourning coaches

Gentleman on horseback with pennon (Covent Garden actors)

Six men on horseback Nine pages

Gentleman on horseback to carry surcoat Two men on horseback

Hearse and six horses Five mourning coaches, six horses each

Twelve men in mourning to bear coffin to (Literary Club)
Hearse and at Abbey Fifteen pages

Grand State Coach and six horses    Two men on horseback

Two state pages with wands Twelve mourning coaches, six horses ea.

Mr Shade (Intimate friends)

Mourning coach and six horses Thirty six pages

Three men in mourning Two men on horseback    [End]

Five mourning coaches, six horses each
(for pall bearers, 2 per coach)

Fifteen men in mourning     →

THE JOHNSON SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS
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Appendix 2 

A plan of the procession based on information from the funeral bill

= = = = = =
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Some 26 members set off on a grey unpromising Saturday morning
in March to Stratford in quest, not of Johnson or Shakespeare, but
of David Garrick; more specifically to learn about the Jubilee he
organized at Stratford in 1769 in memory of Shakespeare. At the
Shakespeare Birthplace Trust we met local historian Phil Spinks
who explained that the Jubilee had been the brainchild of Garrick
after he had been persuaded by the Town Council to foot the bill
for a new statue of Shakespeare destined to be placed on the Town
Hall. Garrick organized an extravaganza of the most theatrical
nature with a performance of an oratorio by Handel (the great pop
idol of the time), speeches, balls, a grand parade around Stratford
and finishing with horse racing on the site of the present-day
racecourse. Astonishingly, the greatest Shakespearian actor of his
day did not feel it worthwhile including a line from Shakespeare’s
own work! However, the Jubilee caught the imagination of the
London smart set who flocked to Stratford in their thousands,
putting accommodation at a premium. A pavilion was built on the
ground in front of the site of the present Memorial Theatre to
house these events.

The main feature of the weekend festivities was the rain, which was
heavy and incessant throughout. The river rose and flooded the
pavilion ankle deep, so that it could be accessed only by means of
duck boards. The Grand Parade had to be cancelled and the races
went ahead with the horses splashing through standing water.
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Nevertheless, the event still proved to be a success, so much so that Garrick
took it back to London and ran it on stage for the next few years.

Following the talk we were shown a fascinating display of memorabilia about the
event, which the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust had gathered for us. We saw
letters between Garrick and the Council about the arrangements, the
programme of events, the colours worn by attendees, a pair of Mrs Garrick’s
shoes (perhaps a size 3?), a painting of the Grand Parade (notwithstanding that
it had not in fact taken place!), and Garrick’s death mask staring serenely up at
us.  One of the more inconsequential items was a diatribe in a local paper
deploring the boorishness and lack of consideration for others of German coach
drivers – the antipathy to German drivers evidently was well in place at least 200
years before the advent of Audi and BMW!

And where was Johnson during these festivities? In Brighton with the Thrales
and apparently determined to cast as large a damper on proceedings
metaphorically as the weather was literally. He even refused his friend Garrick’s
request to write a speech in honour of Shakespeare for the occasion, leaving
Garrick to do the job himself. Perhaps he disliked the theatrical nature of the
Jubilee, or maybe he was more interested in the works of Shakespeare rather
than the man himself. Even so, one would have expected the most noted
commentator of his age on Shakespeare to have shown some interest in the
event.

After lunch the indefatigable Phil Spinks led us around Stratford on a tour of the
main sites connected with Shakespeare, including the Town Hall, the Guild
Church, the site of New Place, the grammar school, the parish church and the
site of the Jubilee pavilion, where we could appreciate just how close to the river
it had been placed. By this time the sun had decided to shine on the righteous,
and this, coupled with Phil’s informative, witty and enthusiastic commentary, made
the perfect end to what had been a thoroughly fascinating and entertaining day. 

More like this, please!
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Twice in its history the Johnson Society’s annual outing has been to
Stratford-upon- Avon. The first was in 1923 and the second in 2014.
There were similarities in the two events but also marked differences.

For instance, 91 years ago the majority of the party travelled by
Midland Red Bus. They planned to visit two places with
Johnsonian connections en route to Stratford. Their first port of
call was Curdworth, the home of the family of Sarah Ford, Samuel
Johnson’s mother. Before their arrival the Rector had laid out the
parish registers, for them to see the Ford family records. 

Cornelius Ford, the maternal grandfather of Dr Johnson, had been
born in 1632 in Aston. In 1649 the family moved to Haunch Hall,
Kings Norton. Cornelius, described as a yeoman of Kings Norton,
married not later than 1661, and his third and youngest daughter,
Sarah, was baptised in April 1669. By 1688 Cornelius had
purchased Dunton Hall and a year later his eldest daughter,
Phoebe, married John Harrison, a saddler of Lichfield and later
of the Castle Inn, Birmingham.

Sarah kept house for her father after he was widowed in 1703.  They
went to live in Packwood, 17 miles south of Kings Norton, and it was
there, in 1706, that she married Michael Johnson . She had probably
met him at the house of her sister, Phoebe Harrison, of Lichfield.

Unfortunately, the bus driver in 1923 had difficulty in finding his
way through the lanes of Warwickshire and had to give up the idea
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The past 12 months have seen some exciting changes at the
Birthplace Museum and have been the busiest on record, with over
16,250 visitors welcomed to the Johnson family home. Visitor
figures have risen above the previously unprecedented numbers

News from the Birthplace
J OA N N E  W I L S O N

News from
the Birthplace

JOANNE
WILSON

of Packwood in order not to be late arriving for lunch in Stratford.
There, they were greeted by the Mayor and Town Clerk and saw
Gainsborough's magnificent portrait of Garrick, purchased at the
artist’s usual fee of 60 guineas. This portrait was sadly destroyed in
the Second World War.

In Stratford Town Hall, during the afternoon, they were addressed
by Mr F.C. Wellstood, secretary and librarian to the Shakespeare
Birthplace Trustees. He spoke about the links between Lichfield
and Stratford, as he felt that the great dramatist had largely inspired
the work of both Johnson and Garrick.

After Johnson’s only visit to Stratford, with Boswell in 1776, the
two reached Lichfield, where the manager of a travelling theatre
company invited Johnson to witness a performance. Boswell
offered to write a prologue for the occasion in which he would be
able to say ‘what Lichfield had done for Shakespeare by producing
Johnson and Garrick’. However, Johnson withheld his permission.

Mr Wellstood’s speech was long, and appeared in the columns of
the Lichfield Mercury. A full account of the events of the day was
produced, as an occasional publication by the Johnson Society. It
ran to 21 pages!
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seen during Lichfield’s tercentenary celebrations in 2009, and are set to
continue. Such numbers are particularly encouraging when considering that the
year has been busy with events and activities but has not been particularly
extraordinary; suggesting that knowledge of Johnson and his Birthplace is
reaching a wider audience than ever before.

The Birthplace bookshop has been the centre of attention, with a new look
unveiled in May. The new front desk and display furniture, lick of paint and
general tidy up has been warmly received and provides a welcoming first
impression for visitors, as well as much needed storage space and computer
access behind the scenes. The range of souvenirs on offer has been extended,
and some smart new literature produced, including an updated guide book and
a colourful new look for our popular children’s Hodge the cat trail. Visitors who
have difficulty with the stairs can now take a ‘virtual tour’ of the building from
the comfort of an armchair in the bookshop, and the same facility is also
available on our website: a significant development in making our Grade I listed
building as accessible as possible.

There has been plenty for visitors to enjoy from exhibitions to readings and
workshops to book groups. Over the summer we welcomed Lichfield
Calligraphers back to the Birthplace, a group led by talented artist Peter
Halliday. ‘Lines of Beauty’ was the third and largest exhibition that the group
have held at the Birthplace with a diverse range of styles and techniques inspired
by texts ranging from The Canterbury Tales to Paul Simon’s lyrics, displayed
throughout the building. Celebration of the word has been the theme for last
year’s programme. In April we were awarded the status of ‘giver’ in the Reading
Agency’s national World Book Night event, distributing free books with an
emphasis on inviting new audiences to the house. The history of the Birthplace
has come into focus with a new series of workshops led by Sue Bray. The
sessions on women’s history and daily life in the family had an emphasis on
Sarah Johnson and Catherine Chambers, and used sources and stories of
contemporary Lichfield women. Our school holiday events and ‘Bookworms’
club for younger visitors continue to be popular, and over 380 school children
have visited in an organised group. All of this activity continues to attract media
attention, and the Museum appeared on popular BBC antiques programme
Bargain Hunt with a feature on Johnson and the Birthplace collection.
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The highlight of the events calendar for the Museum is always Johnson’s
Birthday celebrations, and this year was no exception. The event forms the
centrepiece of Lichfield’s own Heritage Weekend, and this year’s theme of
‘Hidden Histories’ gave opportunity for insight into the history of the Birthplace
building and its collections, with the Wood Library open for a display of rarely
seen items from the archive. Johnson’s own ‘hidden’ history was given a light-
hearted but insightful treatment on the Market Square by David Titley and the
talented Intimate Theatre, whose short play, Everything you never knew about
Dr Johnson, entertained the crowds.

While the Museum Attendants greet the public, our loyal team of volunteers
help behind the scenes with events and marketing, collections-based projects,
developing ideas and carrying out research. In addition to the development of
the bookshop, other projects have included replacing the blinds around the
building with funding from the West Midlands ‘Green Museums’ initiative,
replacing the boiler and planning developments to the Museum’s website. Work
is gradually being undertaken on the collections database to bring it closer to
online publication, and the collection steadily grows with donations and small
purchases. Some particularly interesting recent acquisitions are a 1726 document
signed by Michael Johnson, some early 20th century plans of the Birthplace
building, and an ephemeral but fascinating 19th century advertisement for
artificial teeth available from the house, during its use as Gray’s dental surgery.
Visitors can also see a fine engraving after William Hogarth’s charming painting
of David Garrick and his wife on display in the ‘London life’ room of the
Birthplace.

Further details of Birthplace events and activities can be found on the Museum
website at www.samueljohnsonbirthplace.org.uk, where there is also an
opportunity to join the Birthplace mailing list for regular updates. 
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Dr Johnson and Samuel Beckett seem on the face of it to be strange
bedfellows: the rumbustious High Tory and the prophet of post-
modern gloom seem hardly to occupy the same universe, much
less any shared habitation in the literary firmament. We see Beckett
as the heir of Joyce and Proust, the high priests of literary
modernism. Yet Samuel Beckett was an avowed admirer of the
Great Cham, and in his later life, pressed for comments on his
literary debts to Swift and Sterne, he told his first biographer: ‘it’s
Johnson, always Johnson, who is with me’ (Knowlson, p.203).

It transpires that the two men shared more than just a Christian
name. In James Knowlson’s biography of Samuel Beckett,
Damned to Fame, the author describes how the young Sam, in a
fit of filial guilt, following a 14-month absence from home, invited
his mother to spend a three-week holiday with him in England
during the summer of 1935. He was then 29. He hired a little car
to drive his mother on a tour of market towns and cathedral cities.
It is difficult to imagine anything less of a piece with the attenuated,
essentially place-less fictional and dramatic landscape of his mature
years. Beckett had emerged from a period of torment and the
holiday was intended to to make amends for his absence. 

The tour came to life for Beckett when they visited places
connected with Jane Austen, Shakespeare and Dr Johnson. Beckett
was fascinated to see the Assembly Rooms and Pump Rooms in
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Bath, depicted in Persuasion and Northanger Abbey. He was less impressed by
Stratford-upon-Avon and the ubiquitous presence of the Shakespeare industry
which he found ‘unspeakable. Everything His Nibs up to the vespasienne
universelle [i.e. public lavatory]’ (cited Knowlson, p.203). 

The visit to Lichfield proved more successful.  Dr Johnson was very important
to Beckett, so much so, that he made his pilgrimage to the home of the Great
Cham a solitary affair. His mother, packed off safely on the train to Rugby,
Beckett was able to savour on his own the provincial delights of the Cathedral
City. This visit was to remain etched upon his memory. He visited the birthplace
of Dr Johnson, but characteristically elected not to sign the visitor’s book.
Accordingly, there is no physical trace in the Birthplace today of the great Irish
post-modernist; he is as absent as the eponymous hero of his greatest play. But
the chance to immerse himself in the little world from which Dr Johnson had
emerged, ignited a lifelong devotion, and set him thinking about the dramatic
possibilities relating to the person of Dr Johnson.

Dr Johnson was not the only subject circulating in Beckett’s literary thoughts in
the summer of 1935. Beckett was already a published writer.  Although he had
published poetry earlier in his career, his first substantial published work was a
critical essay in 1929 entitled ‘Dante…Bruno.Vico…Joyce’. 

Beckett’s distinctive fictional universe emerged in his first work of fiction, the
short story collection, More Pricks than Kicks, published in 1934. The stories
revolve around a central character called Belacqua Shuah, an indolent student.
In the opening story, ‘Dante and the Lobster’, Belacqua buys a lobster only to
realize to his horror that in order to cook it, he needs to boil it alive. Belacqua
thinks to himself: ‘It’s a quick death, God help us all’; but this is undercut by
the narrator’s austere interpolation to the contrary: ‘It is not.’ Beckett’s rooted
pessimism was engrained from the start.

In 1935, the year that Beckett visited Lichfield to see the home of Dr Johnson,
he was working on Murphy, his first novel, which was completed in 1936 and
published in 1938. The novel is shot through with the dark grotesquerie and
weird characters that came to dominate his later writing. It also charts Beckett’s
emerging obsession with death, a theme he mined repeatedly as a source of his
blackest comedy.
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This brief summary of Beckett’s career in the 1920s and 1930s gives some idea
of the man who walked through the doors of the Johnson Birthplace Museum
in the summer of 1935. He was certainly not the average day-tripper. A
published writer and disciple of Joyce and Proust, his comedy of the absurd
mixed metaphysics with Chaplin-esque slapstick.  On the face of it, Dr Johnson
was an unlikely addition to Beckett’s pantheon of literary heroes. But something
about Dr Johnson was in the air.

For reasons which are not entirely clear, Dr Johnson started to appear as a
fictional character from the turn of the 20th century. This may have been linked
to the re-discovery of Johnson, after his literary fortunes had ebbed during the
late 19th century. Both the popular writer John Buchan, in his 1923 novel
Midwinter, and G. K. Chesterton, in his play of 1927, The Judgment of Dr
Johnson, featured Dr Johnson as a fictional character. But they depicted a very
different Johnson from the one imagined by Beckett. 

Although Buchan was a popular rather than literary writer, Midwinter depicts a
less orthodox strain in the Johnsonian persona, reflecting a putative Jacobitism
hinted at during Johnson’s life.  As a Scot, Buchan depicted Johnson therefore
not as a loyal subject but an insurrectionist; the antithesis of the popular
conception of the man.

Many writers subsequently wrote fictions based around Dr Johnson, but often
it transpires, they were writing, at least in part, about themselves. This is reflected
in the work of G.K. Chesterton. In The Judgment of Dr Johnson, the Great
Cham is mostly depicted as the combative wit of the salons and coffee houses,
familiar to us from Boswell’s Life. The play has set-piece scenes of high comedy
involving eminent contemporaries such as Wilkes, Swift and Burke. This
permits Chesterton the dramatic license to indulge in episodes of high-flown
raillery and verbal prestidigitation. This is Johnson as Boswell frequently
portrayed him: bellicose, opinionated and little troubled by the niceties of
conversational decorum.

In the introduction to the play, Chesterton says, ‘It will be noted that real remarks
of Dr Johnson are scattered…’ throughout the play. But these ‘real remarks’
were often attributions recorded by Boswell. So Chesterton’s Dr Johnson exists
curiously at one remove; regaling remarks taken to be real, which many modern
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critics (see, e.g., P. Korshin) regard as being as much the product of Boswell’s
literary skills as his fabled powers of memory.

Typically, Chesterton’s focus was on the speech of Johnson rather than his
writings. This was in line with a tradition dating back to Macaulay, who, in his
review of the edition of Boswell’s Life by John Wilson Croker (1831) expressed
the conviction that Johnson’s conversation ‘appears to have been quite equal to
his writings in matter, and far superior to them in manner’ (quoted in Rogers,
p.252). An orthodoxy was rapidly established, also sustained by Thomas Carlyle,
that the writings were inferior to the Life. Carlyle took the view that ‘all Johnson’s
own Writings, laborious and in their kind genuine above most, stand on quite
an inferior level to [the Life]; already; indeed, they are becoming obsolete…and
for some future generation may be valuable chiefly, as Prologemna and
expository Scholia to this Johnsoniad of Boswell’ (quoted by Rogers, p.71). 

So Dr Johnson started to emerge as a sort of speaking clock, issuing witticisms,
apothegms and high-flown rodomontade. Undoubtedly, this reflected one aspect
of Dr Johnson: the performance artist, whose life embodied his art as much as
his works. Yet this ignored the reality that the popular conception of Johnson
was largely a creation of Boswell; a point missed by Macaulay who saw Boswell
as a buffoon, who acted merely as a human tape-recorder.  That the Life was as
much a product of Boswell’s literary artistry as any historico-biographical reality,
escaped Macaulay entirely.   

But this view of Johnson was to be displaced in the 20th century, when a more
complex picture of Johnson started to emerge. The emphasis on speech over
the written word, found in Carlyle and Macaulay, now seems dated, not least in
light of the writings of recent writers such as Jacques Derrida.

To simplify considerably, Derrida criticised what he saw as the ‘myth of
presence’, which he saw as underpinning all Western thought. By this he meant
that philosophers and writers had traditionally seen language as offering a direct
window on experience, an unmediated view of the truth. By contrast, Derrida
saw language as opaque, and meaning as perpetually deferred. The ‘myth of
presence’ was most prominent in the idea of the primacy of speech, which Plato
was the first to expound; the sense that in the act of speech, the self-presence of
meaning was manifest in the very breath of the speaker, guaranteeing a direct
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access to truth and meaning.  If one’s speech is, however, ultimately just language,
and subject to the same detours and deferral of meaning as written discourse;
then meaning, intention and authority leak from spoken discourse, in the same
way as Derrida argues that it does from any written text. 

Much of Derrida’s thinking now seems tendentious and needlessly obscure.
But some of his ideas provide useful tools to look at things differently.
Chesterton’s Dr Johnson emerges from the world of Macaulay and Carlyle. He
is a figure of authority, a ‘man of letters’. But that authority is seen as embodied
in talk rather than in his writing. The person and his speech are seen as one
and indivisible. Johnson’s writings appear as orphaned texts, second-order
representations of the authentic wisdom of the man; vouchsafed only in speech.
Hence his authority is embodied in the commanding wit with which Chesterton
invests the lines he gives to Johnson. The person of Johnson subsumes the
writer. He is the conversationalist as hero.

But another picture of Johnson was emerging, a more complex and darker
figure. Beckett was not alone in seeing Johnson as vulnerable and subject to
crippling fears. And he formed this view by focusing on the writings. He started
to consider writing a play about Johnson, but as he wrote to Mary Manning in
1937:

There won’t be anything snappy or wisecracky about the Johnson play if it is
ever written. It isn’t Boswell’s wit and wisdom machine that means anything
to me, but the miseries he never talked of [my italics], being unwilling or
unable to do so. The horror of annihilation, the horror of madness, the
horrified love of Mrs Thrale, the whole mental monster ridden swamp that
after hours of silence could only give some ghastly bubble like ‘Lord have
mercy upon us.’ The background of the Prayers and Meditations. The
opium-eating, dreading-to-go to bed, praying-for-the-dead, past living, terrified
of dying, terrified of deadness, panting on to [age of] 75 bag of water, with a
hydracele on his right testis. How jolly (quoted by Knowlson, p.270). 

Beckett’s Johnson is partly a version of himself. The obsession with death which
was already writ large in Murphy, was territory that Johnson had inhabited before
him. Johnson the Wit bored Beckett, and he was not interested in his talking
(as the italicised phrase above indicates). He was interested in the things Johnson
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did not talk about; the private and hidden things which lay in the margins and
in Johnson’s lesser known writings such as the Prayers and Meditations. 

The Johnson that interested Beckett was not Chesterton’s ‘wit and wisdom
machine’, but a more modern and tortured figure, who skirted madness, took
opium and feared death. This was Johnson the transgressor: who underneath a
carapace of respectability, harboured adulterous feelings for Mrs Thrale and
whose famed capacity for reasoning and argumentation was undermined by a
fear of its opposite, a descent into bleak madness. Foucault, in his Madness and
Civilization, noted that in the 18th century, madness was regarded as a form of evil:

Being both error and sin, madness is simultaneously impurity and solitude;
it is withdrawn from the world, and from truth; but it is by that fact
imprisoned in evil. Its double nothingness is to be the visible form of that
non-being which is evil, and to utter, in the void and in the sensational
appearance of its delirium, the non-being of error (Foucault, p.176).

Later biographers such as Walter Jackson Bate accommodated the disorders
of Dr Johnson within a conventional Freudian framework and thereby sought
to assimilate the biography of Johnson to a familiar schema. Beckett’s
apprehension of the madness of Johnson was closer to the spirit of Foucault,
seeing madness as a phenomenon of Unreason. 

Beckett’s reference to Prayers and Meditations is notable in that these are texts
where Johnson drops his guard and abandons his characteristic rolling periods
and antitheses in favour of something akin to plain prose.  Written often in fits
of religious despair, they are the closest Johnson gets to the confessional mode,
as the following famous prayer, which Beckett would surely have read, illustrates:

Grant, O merciful Lord, that thy call may not be vain, that my life may not
be continued to increase my guilt…Let me remember, O my God that as
days and years pass over me, I approach nearer to the grave where there is
no repentance…(quoted by Martin, p.188).           

Beckett did not share Johnson’s religious sense, but he understood Johnson’s
visceral terror in the face of death and how language itself broke down in the
face of annihilation. Madness, death, desire fascinated Beckett because they
stood outside the conventional order of things.
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Where did this take Beckett? The idea of writing a play about Johnson, which
first surfaced in his trip to Lichfield in 1935, gradually took hold. In the late
summer of 1936, Beckett started to think about writing a play about Dr Johnson
and Mrs Thrale. In 1937 he travelled to Germany and wrote to Mary Manning
from Berlin that he had:

…often thought what a good subject was there, perhaps only one long act.
What interested me especially was the breakdown of Johnson as soon as
Thrale disappeared (Knowlson, p.269). 

On returning to Dublin, Beckett worked in the National Library of Ireland and
read widely about Dr Johnson and his circle. The gradual unravelling of
Johnson’s life following the break with Mrs Thrale, fascinated Beckett as it did
Beryl Bainbridge years later.  In her novel According to Queenie, Bainbridge
depicts Johnson as being motivated by the need to find solace in the family life
of the Thrales; whilst Beckett instead posited that Johnson was in love with
Hester during the 15 years he lived with the Thrales at Streatham. His less
orthodox theory was that Johnson was impotent:

What interests me above all is the condition of the Platonic gigolo or house
friend, with not a testicle, auricle or ventricle to stand on when the bluff is
called. His impotence was mollified by Mrs Thrale so long as Thrale was
there, then suddenly exasperated when the licensed mendula was in the
connubial position for the first time for years, thanks to rigor mortis
(quoted by Knowlson, p.269). 

Beckett filled three notebooks with material relating to the life of Dr Johnson
and his circle. Only in the final notebook, according to Knowlson, did he try to
‘whittle the material down to a scenario for the intended play’ (p.270) to be
called Human Wishes, a nod to Johnson’s ‘The Vanity of Human Wishes’. The
notes and letters he wrote at the time show that Beckett was wrestling with two
themes: the relationship with Mrs Thrale and the image of Johnson in decline.
As the weeks passed, the latter theme supplanted the first and Beckett’s focus
zeroed in on Johnson as the lion at bay, in despair, suffering, diseased and staring
at the end in blank horror. In many respects this dying, immobilized Johnson
was a precursor of the many characters in extremis who were to dominate
Beckett’s later writing. He wrote to Mary Manning:
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I have not written a word of the Johnson blasphemy. I trust that acts of
intellection are going on about it somewhere. Which will enable me
eventually to see how it coincides with the Pricks, Bones and Murphy,
fundamentally and fundamentally with all I shall ever write or want to write
(quoted Knowlson, p.271).                

All this preparation, however, did not yield very much. He only managed a scene
of around 11 pages, which he put together perhaps as late as 1940.  From the
letters quoted from above, it is not difficult to imagine the play he might have
written, depicting a solitary figure issuing a monologue in the vein of Krapp’s
Last Tape. The scene Beckett actually wrote is a curate’s egg. The hero Johnson
does not feature. It depicts instead the meandering conversations of the
inhabitants of Bolt Court.

Unlike Chesterton, Beckett does not focus on the salons of the beau monde.
His lens is cast on the margins of society. The scene is set in Bolt Court on the
evening of Wednesday, 14 April 1781.  Johnson at this point had three years left
to live.  He had surrounded himself at home with a cast of constantly bickering
waifs and strays. It is supposed that Johnson took them in out of Christian
charity. The unholy family in residence at Bolt Court constituted a diabolic
parody of the more convivial family life that Johnson experienced at Streatham. 

The scene features four of the quarrelsome residents: Mrs Williams, Mrs
Demoulins, Miss Carmichael and the cat Hodge, arguably the only peaceable
member of the entourage. The residents recycle Johnson’s own sayings, so Mrs
Demoulins says at the start of the scene: ‘Hodge is a very fine cat, a very fine cat
indeed’ (Beckett, p.155), one of Johnson’s own recorded utterances. Johnson is
present in his absence.

The dialogue includes some of the scurrilous roughness characteristic of
Beckett’s later work. Mrs Williams remarks sharply: ‘And while I continue to
live, or continue to respire, I hope I never shall submit to be insulted by sluts,
slovens, upstarts, parasites and intruders’ (Beckett, p.156). The language also
includes unusual locutions, again typical of the mature Beckett. Mrs William
says, ‘I may be dying of a pituitous influxion, but my hearing is unimpaired’
(p.156). The rough conversational give and take prefigure the comic bickerings
of Vladimir and Estragon; for instance, Miss Carmichael accuses her neighbour
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of being an ‘unsupportable hag’.  Their exchanges parody the witty repartee of
elegant grandees, recorded in Boswell, by being taken down a register:

Mrs D Of whom you are the relict, Miss Carmichael, or of how many, I
prefer not to enquire.      

Mrs W Were I not loath, Madam, to abase myself to your syntax, I could
add: or of whom the daughter, or of how many.

Miss C (laughs heartily, sits down and resumes her book)

Mrs W Is the jest yours, Madam, or is it mine?

Mrs D To be called a loose woman would not move me to mirth, for my
part, I believe. (Sits down) (Beckett, p.157). 

There is the signature Beckett practice of nagging away at a phrase. There is also
the characteristic slapstick which Beckett took from ‘the silents’ and music hall;
in particular, the entrance of the drunken Levet which results in meta-fictional
commentary in sharp exchanges redolent of the later style:

Mrs W Words fail us.

Mrs D Now this is where a writer for the stage would have us speak no
doubt.

Mrs W He would have us explain Levett.

Mrs D To the public.

Mrs W The ignorant public.

Mrs D To the gallery.

Mrs W To the pit.

The world of Waiting for Godot is presciently evoked, in the hypnotic staccato
exchanges and the defamiliarising of the play form, by referencing the drama’s
fictionality. The audience is to be provoked, rather than entertained, and
mocked for its insatiable demand for the home comforts of plot, form and
character.

But the scene’s last few pages, predictably, are death-obsessed. Mrs Williams
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recalls a number of persons she had known, all now dead, culminating in the
death of her father. Miss Carmichael reads a passage about death from a
favourite text of Dr Johnson’s, Jeremy Taylor’s The Rule and Exercise of Holy
Dying: 

Miss C ‘Death meets us everywhere, and is procured by every instrument
and in all chances, and enters in at many doors, by violence-’

Mrs W  What twaddle is this Miss Carmichael?        

By invoking Jeremy Taylor, Beckett was making use of the Johnson material he
had researched in the National Library, aware that Johnson’s sermons drew
upon the homiletic tradition of the 16th and 17th centuries, particularly the
writings of Tillotson, Hooker and Jeremy Taylor. Johnson’s poem ‘The Vanity
of Human Wishes’, which Beckett’s playlet took as his starting point, was
informed by the notion that human experience could offer no genuine or lasting
satisfaction, which Johnson had imbibed in part from Taylor’s Holy Living and
Holy Dying, but also from Ecclesiastes. 

Taylor fed Johnson’s focus on final things. But whilst Taylor’s work pointed to
the possibility of redemption, in the Beckett fragment, he is quoted to point up
the total permeation of life by death, and also as a subject of mockery. The
passage from Taylor that Miss Carmichael quotes, tells how death can enter ‘at
many doors’ (p.165) and lists the various means of entry from ‘heat’ or ‘cold’
through to ‘a hair or raisin’. This is immediately picked up and mocked surreally
by Mrs Williams:

Mrs W  A hair or a raisin?

Mrs C  Yes Madam, a hair or raisin.

Mrs W How do you suppose that death enters in by a hair, Miss
Carmichael?

Mrs C  Perhaps a horse hair is meant, Madam.

Mrs W Perhaps so indeed. I know if death would be content to enter into
me by a horse hair, or by any other manner of hair for that matter,
I should be very obliged to him.
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The playlet offers a tantalising glimpse of what might have been. The journey
of thought navigated in the notebooks shows Beckett not merely shifting the
emphasis of the plot, but more fundamentally, his whole dramatic angle of
attack. A play dealing with the amours of Mrs Thrale and Dr Johnson, although
slightly off the beaten track, was traditional ‘plot’ territory; the vision of the
wasting Dr Johnson in his declining years, which was never written, pointed to
the future. That Beckett ended up writing a scene dealing with minor characters
in the Johnson circle, which he then abandoned, showed that he could not quite
at this stage bring his subject matter and dramatic approach into focus.

Although Beckett did not write anything more about the Great Cham, he was
not done with Dr Johnson yet. One of the more expensive items in Samuel
Beckett’s working library was an 18th century edition of Samuel Johnson’s
Dictionary of the English Language. Later, in the early 1960s, in a Brighton
bookshop, he bought George Birkbeck-Hills’ six-volume edition of Boswell’s
Life of Samuel Johnson that he had made use of in the 1930s and had ‘been
looking for in vain for years’ (Knowlson, p.482). 

In 1965 he started to write one of his strangest texts, Le Depeupleur (The Lost
Ones), which dealt with a colony of two hundred people living in a flattened
cylinder riddled with tunnels. Drawing heavily on Dante’s Divina Commedia,
the book also alluded to the ‘secret passages’ and ‘private galleries’ of Rasselas,
a ‘grand book’ according to Beckett (Knowlson, p.536).

But the most intriguing entry in the story of what might have been, relates to an
interview with Beckett, conducted by Peter Woodthorpe, an actor, on 18
February 1994 (quoted by Knowlson, p.785). In the taxi afterwards he told the
young actor that he would like to see him playing Johnson in a play that he had
dreamed of writing. The play would be a monologue with Dr Johnson and his
cat Hodge as the only other character. Other cats would enter, but no other
human beings. When Woodthorpe later asked about progress on the play,
Beckett said that he had abandoned the project. 

So Beckett never got to write his play about Dr Johnson. Whilst lesser talents
from Buchan to Bainbridge seemed to be able to pull off the task of creating a
fictional Dr Johnson with relative ease, this proved beyond the abilities of the
greatest writer ever to have essayed that commission. Perhaps Dr Johnson was
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simply too much: the characters who peopled Beckett’s later work were not
sharply individualized; they were more emblems and echoing voices of human
suffering. Although Beckett saw the tortured soul beneath the cover of the ‘wit
and wisdom’ machine, perhaps Dr Johnson was too large a character to be
usable within the dramatic confines of Beckett’s oeuvre. But something about
the image of Johnson in extremis caught fire in Beckett’s imagination in the
1930s, and whilst this did not result in a fictive portrait of the Great Cham, it
nonetheless provided the germ of an idea, which arguably drove the trajectory
of his art for the next 50 years or more.  
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There is no contemporary record of the power, depth, and effect
of Samuel Johnson’s thought that can compete with what James
Boswell wrote. This is true not only of Boswell’s Life of Samuel
Johnson, published in 1791, but also of his journals on which he
drew freely for the Life when he set about writing it during the late
1780s, the years immediately following Johnson’s death in 1784.
The Life is without doubt one of the best known biographies ever
written, some calling it the greatest biography ever, although it is a
work of its time and differs strikingly from what today we know and
expect of modern biographies. It is a book that could not have been
conceived and written by an author who did not know Johnson
intimately (see note on editions on p.87).

And there we have the biography’s uniqueness, for there were few
people in Johnson’s life who knew him better than Boswell and
nobody else who recorded his time spent with him so meticulously
and consistently, with such discipline and genius. Criticism that the
Life is a distortion of Johnson’s life, because three-quarters of it covers
the last 20 years of his life, the period during which Boswell knew
him, while only one-quarter covers the first 55 years, rather misses
the point. As Johnson would have been the first to argue, many others
could have written the first quarter; the last three-quarters, only
Boswell. The latter accounts for the greatness of the Life. The part
of Boswell’s Account of Corsica (1768) that Johnson had liked best
– the largest part – was where he recorded his travels in the island
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and told of meeting Pasquale Paoli, the Corsican patriot. The rest, Johnson said,
anyone could have written. Critics have also occasionally complained that
Boswell did not really know Johnson well because they were together a total of
only 400 or so days over a span of 21 years. For each of almost all of those days,
however, stretching across two decades, the two men spent thousands of hours
together, talking often through the night into the early morning about the deep
issues of life and death. How many of us can say we know any human being,
other than our spouses, that well?  The result was a monumental book that still
provides us today with an inimitable introduction to Johnson and his writing. It
is a work of biographical immediacy that makes us feel as though we have been
transported to a room with Johnson, partaking firsthand of the tempo of his life,
manners, and mind; not reduced merely to outsiders, unable to hear his voice,
to peering into his house through one of its glazed windows – as ‘through a glass,
darkly’ – that have been clouded and closed securely against us by the obscuring
passage of time. 

It is this immediacy of Boswell’s Life that first drew me to it and impelled me to
read it before turning to any modern biographies of Johnson. Boswell simply
made me feel close to Johnson, although it has been shown that a few of his
representations of Johnson were undoubtedly apocryphal, the product of his
inventive mind and imagination as he sought to dramatize Johnson’s emotions
and conversation. I wanted to feel as if I were with Johnson, imagining what it
would be like to be in his presence, and Boswell achieved that for me as he has
for millions of others for over two centuries. He succeeded by orchestrating an
abundance of physical detail that creates the ‘presentness’ of scenes. He has
been called the first ‘mimetic biographer’. 

What makes the Life additionally intimate and personal is its subjectiveness.
Because Boswell is a major player in it after 1763, the year he met Johnson
famously in Thomas Davies’ London bookshop, to a large extent the biography
is as well an autobiography, celebrating not only Johnson’s mental powers and
personality but also featuring Boswell’s own psyche and zest for living.  Where
the biographical treatment of Johnson is concerned, that was fortuitous because
it enabled Boswell to engage his subject in frequent conversations about
hypochondria – the morbid melancholia or ‘diseased imagination’ from which
both suffered mightily – and numerous issues like morality, death, religion, faith,
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and the afterlife that were vitally important to both of them although often for
very different reasons. All of that is channelled into the Life in an intensely
personal character portrayal. These elements are what C.S. Lewis, who
modelled himself on Johnson, had in mind when he responded to the question
he was asked late in his career in 1962, ‘what books did most to shape your
vocational attitude and your philosophy of life?’ He included the Life among
the 10 he most highly prized. 

The very personal dimension of the Life was enhanced by the hardships Boswell
experienced and the crucial help he had in writing it and bringing it to
publication. Oppressed by loneliness in London, frequently ill and short of
money, and tormented by hypochondria, he may well never have finished and
published it had it not been for his and Johnson’s friend, Edmond Malone:
arguably the greatest Shakespearean editor of the 18th century, like Boswell a
member of The Club, and until then the most meticulous literary scholar who
had ever graced English literature. Even before he met Johnson, Malone had
become what Boswell called him, ‘Johnsonianissimus” – that is, thoroughly
steeped in and dedicated to Johnson. Moreover, he was a stable and trustworthy
friend who was able to manage Boswell’s moods during the several years the
Life was in the making. They spent hundreds of hours together reading Boswell’s
manuscript, often disagreeing vigorously when Malone suggested omissions and
revisions. That collaboration itself underlined that the Life sprang from and was
illuminated by direct experience in the Johnsonian world itself, for both men
knew well and discussed between them most of Johnson’s best friends who
themselves appear prominently in the biography and who were also members
of The Club – Sir Joshua Reynolds, Oliver Goldsmith, David Garrick, Dr
Charles Burney, Edmund Burke, Bennet Langton, and Topham Beauclerk, to
name but a few. The biography was in that sense something of a ‘homegrown’
product, nourished in sympathetic soil, especially since a number of these
personalities also supplied Boswell with details of their own personal knowledge
of Johnson. These living witnesses were also in a good place to testify to the
success of what Boswell aspired to achieve in this innovative biography.  The
music historian and Johnson’s dear friend Charles Burney, for example,
summed it up poignantly soon after its publication in a letter to Boswell: 

If all his [Johnson’s] writings which had been previously printed were lost,
or had never appeared, your book would have conveyed to posterity as
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advantageous an idea of his character, genius, and worth as Xenophon has
done of those of Socrates. I have often found your own reflections not only
ingenious and lively but strong; and the latter part of your narrative, though
I already knew its chief circumstances, has in it so much pathos that it
renovated all my sorrows [over Johnson’s death] and frequently made me
weep like a tender-hearted female at a tragedy. 

While Burney’s testimony may be taken as a reply to critics who with some
credibility suggest that the Life portrays Boswell’s Johnson, not Johnson himself,
Boswell nonetheless was determined not to write a conventional hagiographic
biography, not to whitewash Johnson, but to capture the complexity of his
character – ‘the progress of his mind’ – including his faults, fears, virtues, moral
and literary genius, and brilliance as a conversationalist.  His friend William
Temple told him, ‘perhaps no man was ever so perfectly painted as you have
painted your hero…under every shade and under every colour.’  

Even Thomas Macaulay, who once remarked that the Life was a great book
written by a fool, acknowledged its genius with these words about Johnson:
‘Those peculiarities of manner, and that careless table-talk, the memory of
which, he probably thought, would die with him, are likely to be remembered
as long as the English language is spoken in any quarter of the globe.’  That
Boswell succeeded in this is one of the dimensions of the Life’s pioneering
greatness, although it brought down upon him protests and complaints of
tastelessness and offensive intrusiveness from not only his adversaries but also
from many of those closest to Johnson, who thought he had grossly invaded and
violated Johnson’s private mental world by parading it before the general public.
John Blair, the Scottish philosopher and friend, thought he rendered Johnson
‘too graphically and unnecessarily’ explicit. Even Malone in several of their
sessions together did his best, mostly unsuccessfully, to convince Boswell not to
include this or that about the great moralist. On the other hand, because Boswell
asked him to, Sir Joshua Reynolds offered him his own take on Johnson’s
character, suggesting at the same time that the deepest penetration of Johnson’s
character was what the biography must attempt. He would do this himself, he
noted, were it not that his skills as a painter lay instead in ‘the consideration of
so much only of character as lies on the surface, as is expressed in the lineaments
of the countenance.’  He added, ‘An attempt to go deeper and investigate the
peculiar colouring of his mind, as distinguished from all other minds, nothing
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but your earnest desire can excuse the presumption even of attempting.’  He
cheered Boswell on and told him he could use any of the observations he was
sharing with him, reminding him, ‘I am giving a portrait, not a panegyric, of Dr.
Johnson.’  This was music to Boswell’s ears. 

One of the ways Boswell was able to ferret out Johnson’s deepest fears and
strongest emotions was to use his own persona as a means of provoking Johnson.
He repeatedly set himself up for some rough treatment from Johnson on highly
sensitive issues like death, religion, sex, and Johnson’s irascibility, knowing full
well he might incur the great moralist’s anger and insults by asking certain
searching questions and placing his personal dignity in great danger in order to
get to the truth. He knew that by probing too deeply he could become the butt
of one of Johnson’s cruel jokes and rebukes and that his personal dignity would
suffer.  On one occasion when Johnson had had enough of Boswell’s questions,
Johnson snapped at him, ‘Sir, you have but two topics, yourself and me. I am
sick of them both.’  On another occasion, Johnson blurted out, ‘Sir, I will not
be baited with “what” and “why”. “Why is a cow’s tail long?” “Why is a fox’s tail
bushy?”’ Boswell’s ploys mostly worked but at some cost when critics derided
him as a naïve fool with no sense of shame. Malone warned him that would
happen, but his sense of the ‘art’ and possibilities of biography would not
normally allow him to compromise: ‘I will not make my tiger a cat to please
anybody’. Boswell’s methods were remarkable enough, but it was equally
startling that he chose to allow such humiliating moments to be broadcast to the
world, recording them first in his journal and then shifting them into his Life,
frequently verbatim. 

The last word here should be about Boswell’s rendering of Johnson’s
conversation, for which the Great Cham was famous in his own day. Boswell’s
considerable memory and his methods of transcribing Johnson’s conversation
in his journals enabled him to endow the Life with the most apparent kind of
immediacy and energy. Nobody could do this like Boswell; he had lots of
practice doing it in his journals. Some of it doubtless is his invention, but most
of it essentially is not. It is a commanding, masterful feature by which he manages
to get Johnson to characterize himself. One could say that along with Boswell’s
ongoing self-revelation, his management of Johnson’s conversation is the single
most defining strategy in the biography. 
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Recent DeathRecent Death

John Wilks

Members of the Society were saddened to learn of the passing of
John Wilks, who left us after a long and bravely borne illness on
14 September 2014.

John was known to many as a former Master of Ceremonies at the
Johnson Supper, and as an assiduous attendee and active member
of the Johnson Society Council. He was instrumental in setting up
the Friends of the Birthplace Museum, which managed bequests and
assisted in overseeing the Museum’s acquisitions.

John had a direct manner, and his attention to detail in all financial
matters was respected by all. John was a great supporter of the
Society and will be long remembered.

Peter Barrett

A note on editions: The definitive edition of Boswell’s Life of Johnson was
edited by George Birkbeck Hill, revised and enlarged by L. F. Powell, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 6 vols., first published in 1934, with a later printing in 1979.
Two readable modern editions of the entire text are: Oxford World’s Classics,
ed. R.W. Chapman, new edition in 2008; and Penguin Classics, ed. David
Womersley, 2008.

Peter Martin is the distinguished biographer of Johnson and Boswell,
and was President of the Johnson Society (Lichfield) 2013-14.
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This year’s lectures had an historical theme, responding to the
objectives of the Society, which are not only to encourage the study
of the works and times of Dr Johnson, but also, inter alia, to
encourage the study of local history with particular reference to the
18th century.

Our first lecture, from Dr Ross Davies, is printed in this year’s
Transactions as ‘Dr Johnson and the Vauxhall Gardens Mysteries’. 

Dr Malcolm Dick, of Birmingham University, drew a record
audience for his lecture on Matthew Boulton and the Soho
Foundry. Dr Dick’s lecture ranged entertainingly from images of
contemporary Birmingham to 18th century prints of the layout of
the Foundry itself. His opening slide, a photograph of the gilded
statues of Murdoch, Watt and Boulton, which are sited opposite
the Birmingham Repertory Theatre, afforded Dr Dick the
opportunity to undertake an elegant deconstruction of their
iconography. He pointed to the fact that only Boulton, as the
factory owner and entrepreneur, is depicted wearing a wig; whilst
the relative social standing of the group is further illustrated by the
fact that whilst both Watt and Murdoch are shown as bowing their
heads in deference towards Boulton, Watt’s head is more upright
than Murdoch’s, as befitted his status as chief engineer and partner.

Dr Dick’s lecture painted a fascinating picture of the Soho Foundry,
very little of which survives, other than Soho House, which can still
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be visited in Handsworth. The Foundry was at that time arguably Europe’s first
and largest factory.  Boulton was an innovator, introducing specialisation among
workers more than a hundred years before Henry Ford.  He also pioneered the
flow of production, minimising waste of time and cost in the movement of
materials though the factory. 

The physical appearance of the Foundry was nothing like the dark satanic mills
of Blake’s imagination, according to Dr Dick. The factory looked like an elegant
Palladian palace and was set in acres of green fields and lakes. It attracted visitors
from Europe and the New World. It is difficult now to imagine how novel the
appearance and functioning of the Foundry was to contemporary tourists.
Boswell visited the factory and was famously told by Boulton, that ‘I sell here
what all the world desires: power.’  

Professor Ruth Watt’s lecture on ‘Women in Science: A Paradox of the Long
18th Century’, engrossed the audience by doing what only the best history does:
shining a light on an aspect of 18th and early 19th century intellectual life,
hitherto relatively hidden. Professor Watts pointed to the unpromising milieu
into which women dedicated to the advancement of scientific knowledge found
themselves. She noted that Dr Johnson’s infamous put-down about women’s
preaching (‘it is not done well: but you are surprised to find it done at all’) was
equally applied by a patriarchal society to those pioneer women who attempted
to engage with science on a level footing with their male peers. Even Jane Austen,
in Pride and Prejudice, noted that ‘a woman must have a thorough knowledge
of music, singing, drawing, dancing and the modern language’, but excluded
science.

But a number of hardy pioneers staked out new intellectual territory for
educated women. Maria and R. L. Edgeworth’s Practical Education of 1798 was
a primer of knowledge for girls, covering chemistry, minerals and optics. Maria
Edgeworth wrote: ‘Chemistry is a science particularly suited to women, suited
to their talents and ambitions…Chemistry affords occupation and infinite variety;
it demands no bodily strength, it can be pursued in retirement…there is no
danger of inflaming the imagination.’ 

Professor Watt discussed Anna Barbauld, who was associated with the
Warrington Academy, one of the first institutions to be dedicated to practical
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education. She is depicted as one of ‘The Nine Living Muses’ in Richard
Samuel’s painting of 1778, which portrayed an array of female intellectuals
including Elizabeth Carter and Charlotte Lennox. She published with Dr Aikin
in 1793 a book entitled Evenings at Home, which covered practical topics such
as manufacture and geography. 

Jane Marcet, born in 1769, published a series of tracts on practical and scientific
subjects with titles such as Conversations on Chemistry and Conversations on
Mineralogy – the rigorous intellectual matter assimilated within a homely
sounding format. 

One final example of the pioneering women scientists discussed is Margaret
Bryan, who produced a series of lectures on natural philosophy. Bryan situated
women’s scientific endeavours not only within the sphere of pedagogy, but also
within the field of practical scientific observation; intellectual territory from which
women had previously been excluded. She argued that the scientific domain is
the common heritage of all, both men and women: 

Intellectual acquirements are the support, the defence, and the glory of
human nature: without a proper exercise of our reasoning faculties, we
become a disgrace to society, a burthen to ourselves, and liable to all those
deviations from rectitude which must finally doom us to obscurity, or involve
us in disappointment.  

This cri de coeur aptly summarises the goal of female scientific educators: to
make science a common intellectual possession of both men and women and
central to all mankind in fostering a commitment to both rational enquiry and a
capacity for wonder. Professor Watt’s excellent lecture reminded us that science
is as key to our heritage as Johnson or Shakespeare, and that through the work
of a few brave iconoclasts, women increasingly and confidently made themselves
part of the story of the development of science alongside their male peers.

The lecture by Mark Davies on 2 March is printed here as ‘“Soaring curiosity”:
Dr Johnson and the First Air Balloons’. 

Thanks again to Richard Davies for marshalling the takings ‘on the gate’ and to
our ladies for the excellent tea and cakes again; and not least to our audience
who I hope enjoyed last year’s winter lecture series.

= = = = = =
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In December 2013 the Society received a bequest of £9,000 from the
late Mr Geoffrey Law of Preston. Mr Law was a long-time member
who had joined the Society in 1967. In the last few years his health
had prevented him from taking an active part in the Society, but he
remained a staunch supporter.

Although it is nice to have the security which such a bequest offers
against unexpected calls on the purse, we do not aim to use these gifts
to fund normal day-to-day expenditure, as this is met from subscription
income. Instead we will look to use such monies to further the study
and appreciation of Samuel Johnson in the wider community.

The receipt of this bequest has already enabled us to update and
improve our website so that visitors to it can have a better, more
enjoyable experience. This, however, is only a beginning to what we
might be able to achieve. For instance, we would like to be able to set
up some educational initiative, perhaps by way of bursary or prize, by
which school pupils or students would be encouraged to study
Johnson and his work. We would also like to be able to do more to
help the Birthplace Museum to restore existing artifacts and to acquire
new ones. Exactly what can be achieved will, of course, depend on
the amount of funds available. It will only be possible with sufficient
support, either by way of legacy or gift, but it could be the means of
bringing more people to realize what an extraordinarily gifted man
Samuel Johnson was. 

If you would like to know more about this, please contact the
Treasurer, Richard Davies, c/o The Birthplace Museum or email
radmjd@tiscali.co.uk.
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Past Presidents

1910 Sir Robert White-Thompson KCB

1911 The Rt. Revd A. Wallace Williamson KCVO

1912 Sir W. Ryland-Dent Adkins
1913 J. L. Griffiths
1919 Professor Sir Sydney Lee FSA

1920 Sir Norman Moore Bt.
1921 J. Frederick Green
1922 Sir Chartres Biron
1923 Cecil Harmsworth
1924 Percy E. Matheson
1925 Sir Charles Russell Bt.,KCVO

1926 Arundell J.K. Esdaile CBE

1927 Alfred Noyes CBE

1928 R.W. Chapman CBE

1929 Sidney C. Roberts
1930 A. Edward Newton
1931 Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins
1932 J.A. Lovat-Fraser
1933 Sir Frank MacKinnon PC

1934 Lord Charnwood
1935 Sir John Squire
1936 Revd Canon J.J.G. Stockley
1937 Guy Boas
1938 Revd Canon Anthony Dean
1939   Sir Charles Grant Robertson CVO

1944   Sir Charles Grant Robertson CVO

1945 Revd Canon John E.M. Wallis
1946 Lt.-Com. R.T. Gould
1947 Sir Norman Haworth FRS

1948 Sir Arnold McNair CBE

1949 David Nichol Smith
1950 L.F. Powell
1951 Mary Lascelles FBA

1952 Percy Laithwaite
1953 Sir Ben Lockspeiser KCB,FRS

1954 Laurence Meynell
1955 Sir Charles Lillicrap KCB

1956 D. V. Hubble
1957 Mary Hyde
1958 Professor J.L. Clifford
1959 Sir John Wedgwood Bt.
1960 Sir William Haley KCMG

1961 R.W. Ketton-Cremer
1962 B.L. Hallward
1963 Lord Brain
1964 The Very Revd W.R. Matthews CH,KCVO

1965 Rt. Hon. Sir Edward Boyle Bt., PC

1966 Nigel Birch PC, OBE

1967 Professor Edmund Blunden CBE

1968 Professor Douglas Grant
1969 Professor Matthew C.J. Hodgart
1970 Dame Helen Gardner DBE,FBA

1971 The Countess of Huntingdon
1972 David J. Fleeman 
1973 Henry J. Callender MBE

1974 Professor Frederick A. Pottle
1975 Frank Muir CBE

1976 Professor John Wain 
1977 Professor D. W. Jefferson 
1978 The Very Revd Edward Carpenter 
1979 Christopher Hibbert
1980 Herman W. Liebert
1981 Robert Robinson
1982 Professor Pat Rogers
1983 Sir William Rees-Mogg 
1984 Malcolm Muggeridge 
1985 Professor Donald Greene 
1986 Professor lan Jack 
1987 Sir Christopher Booth 
1988 The Rt. Revd Richard Harries 
1989 Richard Ingrams 
1990 The Rt. Hon. Enoch Powell 
1991 His Honour Judge Stephen Tumim
1992 Eric Anderson 
1993 Conor Cruise O’Brien 
1994 Professor Bruce Redford 
1995 Judge David Edward
1996 Professor lan Campbell 
1997 Dr Graham Nicholls
1998 Libby Purves 
1999 Dame Beryl Bainbridge 
2000 The Rt. Hon. Lord Bingham of Cornhill 
2001 Frank Delaney 
2002 Adam Sisman 
2003 John Sergeant 
2004 Lord Robin Butler of Brockwell KG,GCB,CVO

2005 Professor David Crystal OBE

2006 Nigel Rees 
2007 Professor Lynda Mugglestone
2008 John Byrne
2009 The Rt. Revd Jonathan Gledhill
2010 Frank Skinner
2011 Susie Dent
2012 John Chapple
2013 Peter Martin
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Transactions

Principal papers from the last 10 years of Transactions are listed below. Back
issues may be obtained from the Treasurer, c/o Samuel Johnson Birthplace
Museum, Breadmarket Street, Lichfield, Staffs. WS13 6LG, costing £5/copy +
post & packing (£1.50 inland; £5 overseas). 

2004
Presidential Address: Dr Johnson and University College, Oxford, Rt. Hon. Lord Butler of
Brockwell
The Memoirs of Harriette Wilson:  The Impossibility of Biography, Dr Frances Wilson
‘In Awe of Nature’: Samuel Johnson and Joseph Wright of Derby, Stefka Ritchie
Reynolds and Johnson’s Tour of Devon, Retraced 1972, Mary Hyde, Richard Aylmer
The Johnson Sermon, The Venerable George Frost

2005
Presidential Address: Johnson’s Dictionary: 250 Years On, David Crystal
James ‘Corsica’ Boswell: Spin-doctor and Moralist, James T. Boulton
An Englishman, an Irishman, an American and John Locke’s Empiricism, John Dudley
The Whispering Roots: A Life of Day-Lewis, Sean Day-Lewis

2006
Presidential Address: The Quotability of Samuel Johnson, Nigel Rees
‘Parallel Lives’: Mrs Pilkington in Dr Johnson’s London, Norma Clarke
Mr Greene’s Museum of Curiosities, Annette French
Who was Johnson’s Mysterious Swede? Lars Sonesson

2007
Presidential Address: Samuel Johnson the Undergraduate, Lynda Mugglestone
From ‘Blore’ to ‘Blog’, Lynda Mugglestone
A Sermon for the 298th Anniversary of Samuel Johnson’s Birth, Adrian Dorber
Palmer House, Mary Baker
The Virtue of Friendship, Peter Atkinson

2008
Presidential Address: Intersections & Coincidences: Collecting & Connecting with Samuel
Johnson from the Far End of the Earth, John Byrne
John Arbuthnot (1667–1735): ‘The Most Universal Genius’, Dr John Ward
Anna Seward: A Woman of Abilities and Some Renown, Marion Roberts
Dr Johnson & Tea, Stephanie Pickford
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2009
Presidential Address: The Faith of Samuel Johnson, Rt. Revd Jonathan Gledhill
Lichfield to London Revisited: Johnson and Garrick’s Walk 2009, Dr Nicholas Cambridge
A Sermon Celebrating the Tercentenary of Samuel Johnson, Rt. Revd and Rt. Hon. Richard
Chartres
Johnson and Garrick in Birmingham: 2 March 1737, Graham Nicholls
Alderman Gilbert’s Gift, Joanne Wilson

2010
Presidential Address: The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler, Frank Skinner
Johnson Society 1910–2010: A Stroll Down Memory Lane, Mary Baker
‘A Nation of Readers’: Books and their Readers in the Age of Johnson, Dr Mark Towsey
‘Their Essence Seems to be Fluctuation’: Samuel Johnson’s Engagement with 18th Century
Financial Markets, Nick Train
‘Beyond the civilities of Cambridge’: the afterlife of the ‘young Cantabs’ who hosted Samuel
Johnson’s visit of 1765, Julia Allen

2011
Presidential Address: Pursuits and Dreads: Samuel Johnson and Language Change, Susie Dent
Johnson’s Departures, Freya Johnston
The Two Johnsonian Memorials in St Chad’s Church, Lichfield, Caroline Haycock
Letters of Lichfield: Treasures from the Birthplace Manuscipt Collection, Joanne Wilson
Johnson on the Mississippi, Jack Miller

2012
Presidential Address: Shakespeare and Johnson, John Chapple
Izaak Walton: Saved by Samuel Johnson?, Anthony Wilson
The Fictional Lives of Samuel Johnson, Phil Jones
Ellen Feepound, Bookseller and Spinster: A Casualty of Small Shot, David Smith
Notes on a Notebook: Johnson’s Lichfield Streets, Joanne Wilson
The Georgian Stage, Graham Nicholls

2013
Presidential Address: The Dictionary Wars, Peter Martin
‘The best of times, the worst of times’?: Dickens and the 18th century, Tony Williams
Of Monkeys and Men: Monboddo and Johnson, Phil Jones
Sam Johnson and Me, Norman Smith
Jubilee, No Johnson, Phil Spinks
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Last year’s joint winners were: Mr L.J. Watkins and
Miss Marilyn Davies, both of Lichfield – well done!
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Please note that 10 of the clues refer to fictional or real characters included in
Johnson’s poetry (particularly ‘London: A Poem’ and ‘The Vanity of Human
Wishes’) and prose writings (particularly The Rambler essays and Rasselas). Five
clues include definitions from Johnson’s Dictionary (in quotation marks); the
rest have no explicit Johnsonian link.

Across
1 Character of this sedimentary rock provoked an exclamation of disgust when following a 

NE football team. (11) 
7 ‘Large open vessel’ in backward conjunction. (3) 
9 Red devils, thus, classically prompt ‘harmonical sounds’. (5) 
10 Doctor turned West to reach terra firma for a kip. (9) 
11 A Greek daemon of death swapped oxygen for upper class character. (9) 
12 Relation of Annie Celine. (5)
13 Mischievous sprite performs with strong effects. (5)
15 Told porkies in messy deli. (4) 
18 This character’s not the better half! (4) 
20 Inside, Faust, erects a structure which is ‘rigid’. (7) 
23 ‘Skilful’ but got it badly taped. (5) 
24 Character left with confused throw. (9) 
26 Relating to words, roman law’s in charge of friend. (9) 
27 This character’s one compere around US city. (5) 
28 The Old South’s positive! (3) 
29 Such sacrifices involved passion in limited quantity. (11) 

Down
1 Mother country, a class (of animals). (8) 
2 Fruits found in rooms regularly, last one gives greeting as an afterthought. (8) 
3 Rasher graduate Tory. (5) 
4 Communist swallowed soup starter and goes out again. (7) 
5 Listen confusedly following first upright instrument. (7) 
6 Greek marriage god, a tragic use of character! (9) 
7 The short sale somehow had character. (6) 
8 Wine’s texture has the French character. (6) 
14 ‘Hidden’ shout and soft spasm, all briefly followed. (9) 
16 New outside cooker for short black man. (8) 
17 Re-examines revolutionary beset by ships sunk, losing prow. (8) 
19 Puts barrier around all points surrounding everything. (7) 
20 Irksome person’s a woman with mollusc – no saint!  (7) 
21 Davidson’s partner – a character! (6)
22 Character kisses queen within and heartlessly eats. (6) 
25 ‘A game’ which shortened a good man. (5) 
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A bottle of champagne will be awarded to the first solver to get a completed
crossword, with all answers correct, back to Phil Jones, c/o 3 Borrowcop Lane,
Lichfield, WS14 9DF.

Good luck!
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New Members 2014

Cllr & Mrs D. Leytham Lichfield
Dr C. Lock Lichfield
Drs M. & G. Marchment Lichfield
Mr J. McEvoy Chertsey
Mr George T. Morrow II Williamsburg, USA
Mr H. Palmer Oxford
Miss K. Söker London
Mr R. Swan Rolling Prairie, USA
Ms M. Turner Uttoxeter

Membership of the Johnson Society

Membership is open to all those interested in the works of Samuel Johnson, his
life, and the life and works of the 18th century.

The aims of the Society are: 

l to encourage the study of the life, works and times of Samuel Johnson.
l to preserve the memorials, associations, manuscripts, and letters of Johnson

and his contemporaries. 
l to co-operate with Lichfield District Council and Lichfield City Council in the

commemoration of Johnson’s birthday in September each year; the study of
local history, with particular reference to the 18th century; and the
preservation of the Johnson Birthplace Museum.

The benefits of personal membership include: 

l a copy of the annual Transactions of the Society (one copy only for joint
members). 

l participation in the Birthday Celebrations each September, including the right
to apply for tickets for the Annual Supper in the Guildhall, Lichfield. 

l attending other activities of the Society including lectures, meetings and outings.

Annual membership costs:

If you wish to join the Society, please write to the Treasurer, Johnson Birthplace
Museum, Breadmarket Street, Lichfield, Staffs. WS13 6LG enclosing the
appropriate cheque made payable to the Johnson Society. Payment can also be
made using PayPal on the Johnson Society website: www.thejohnsonsociety.org.uk.

Individual £10 € 15 $ 20
Joint £15 € 20 $ 25
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Sunday, 25 January

2.30 p.m., Martin Heath Hall, Christchurch Lane
Dr Kates Iles, ‘The Wives and Daughters of the Lunar Society’

Sunday, 22 February

2.30 p.m., Martin Heath Hall, Christchurch Lane
Professor Jon Mee, ‘“The Collision of Mind with Mind”:
Johnson and the Importance of Conversation’

Monday, 2 March

7.30 p.m., Lichfield Methodist Church
Dr Graham Nicholls, ‘“From Temple Bar to Fleet ditch”: the
Sound of Laughter in the 18th Century’

Wednesday, 18 March

7.30 p.m., The Guildhall
AGM, followed by Pat Scaife, ‘Johnson’s Cathedral and Close:
Civility and Cold Marble’

Johnson Birthday weekend: 18-21 September

The President Elect, Kate Chisholm, radio critic of The
Spectator and author of Wits and Wives: Dr Johnson in the
Company of Women, will be installed at the Johnson Supper on
Saturday, 19 September.

JOHNSON
SOCIETY

EVENTS 2015

JOHNSON SOCIETY
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l Five floors of displays featuring period room settings

l First edition of Johnson’s famous Dictionary

l Personal items belonging to Dr Johnson, his family and friends

l Introductory film - ‘Samuel Johnson: An Extraordinary Life’

l Dr Johnson’s well-known sayings

l Family trail and hands-on activities

l A calendar of regular special events

l Research facilities and library access by appointment

Open Daily

1st April to 30th September - 10.30am to 4.30pm

1st October to 31st March - 11.00am to 3.30pm

Last admission 30 minutes before closing

(closed 25th to 26th December and 1st January)

See...

Experience...

Museum & Bookshop Opening Times

Free Entry

www.samueljohnsonbirthplace.org.uk
Breadmarket Street, Lichfield, WS13 6LG  Tel:01543 264972  sjmuseum@lichfield.gov.uk 
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PRESIDENT: JOCK MURRAY

If men were all virtuous...I should with
great alacrity teach them all to fly. But what
would be the security of the good, if the bad
could at pleasure invade them from the sky?

Lunardi’s Ascent, lithograph by V. Cioni
(© The Samuel Johnson Birthplace Museum)
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